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A PROJECT TO IMPROVE VOCATIONAL
GUIDANCE SERVICES AND PROGRAMS
FOR THE HIGH RISK STUDENTS IN

OREGON COMMUNITY COLLEGF1

In the spring of 1979, the Deans of Students of the thirteen community

co.deges in the State of Oregon joined together into a consortium to

work an the common problem of the "high risk students." They applied

for and received a grant. The purpose of the grant was to strengthen

vocational and educational guidance services in Oregoncommunity colleges

so that students characterized by "failure identities" would experience

improved opportunities for success.

This proposal, titled A Proiect to Im rove Vocational Guidance-5er ces

and Programs for the High Risk Students in Oregon Community Colleges

was funded by 'the Oregon Department of Education VOcattonal Guidance

mon.'es, Student Services Section, for thp fiscal year 1979-80.

One of the grant activities was to address four specific areas of need

through research and the writing of a state-of-the-art paper. The four

areas were' assessment, developmental education, career-developRent and

faculty advising. Four Oregon people, Dr. Jerry Johnson, Director of

Developmental Education at Linn-Renton Community College; Dr. Jewell,

Manspeaker, Specialist, State Department of Education; Mr. Bill Segura,

Director of Counseling at Chemeketa Community College and Dr. Richard

White, Director of Coanseling at Southwestern Oregon Oommunity College

were selected to do the state-of-the-art papers on these topics:

These four papers, presented here, include an appropriate and current

review of the literature; a review of the related practices in each of

0
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the areas on Oregon community college campuses; a review of national

practices and trends in each area; and a conclusion by each author with

predictions, priorities and recommendations for the future as deemed

appropriate to each topic area.

Dr. Jerry Johnson's paper on developmental-education is titled "Develop..

mental Education: Band Aids for the Dinosaur." Dr. Johnson'aiscusses

the various ways the developmental education staff in Oregon appl)aches

the problem of the high risk students in devAlopmental education programs

in Oregon community colleges. Dr. Jewell Manspeaker's paper, 'Surviving

the Revolving Door; Promises, Pitfalls and Priorities of Ehtry Level

Assessment", addresses the issue of assessing the entering characteristics

and abilities of the community college student. "Academic Advising:

Current Practices and Future DirectianAr is by Mr. Bill Segura. This -

paper is an in-depth iook at the current practices in Oregon and gives

some specific ideas for improving the faculty advising procedures. The

fourth paper,HCareer, Development in Community Colleges", is by Dr. Richard

White. This paper looks at the task facing the community college counselor

of providing the full range of career dev4opment services that currunt

and potential students need within the limitations of personnel,

budget and time.

It is hoped that these tour papers will provide insight into the problems

of students identified as being "high risk" as well as some possibilities

for solving thO problems.

On behalf'of bhe steering committe of the grant, thanks goes to each

writer for their work in their chosen area and a special thanks goes,
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to Donna Watts, typist, for her hard work and patience in providing

the final copies.

It

Julie A. Searcy
Project Coordinator
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DEVELOPRENTAL EDUCATION: BAND-AIDS FOR THE DINOSAUR

The State of the Art

A majoiidevelopment in Oregon and at the national level is a growing

sensitivity on the part of faculty, administration, and boards to the

problems relating to High Risli students. This sensitivity is occurring

for various reasons: a national movement of "back to basics", a shift

olitically to a more conservative position, and numerous national con-

ferences focusing on the High Risk student. In Oregon we have had a

series of workshops targeted on the part-time and High Risk student. We

also have a concerned state.office staff receptive to ideas and a rather

active Llx)ugh loosely knit state-wide grouli of Developmental Educators.

Whatever the reasons, the imporiant factor in Oregon is that

institutions are concerned, that self assessment is taking place, and

that critical questions are being asked.

Current Vilicticm--National Level

At the national level it appears that we in D. E. are not goihg to

be lacking customers. A recent study supported by the Ford Foundation

indicates:
fI

2 milliod adult Americans never attend any school

14 million more never.finish the fifth grade

10 million more drop out between fifth and eighth grade

19. million drop from high school

%) million without diplomas.

Two to four percent of this 56 million will probably never enter adult

education programs b.cause they view those efforts as not relevant to them.

t-r
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Fifty four Mtllion potentially will enter adult educatfon; piny

coming to the community colleges. From that group, 20-35 percent are

likely to be illiterate. Nationally, 20 millian'illiterate non-higlfr schocil

graduates will attempt to return to education., (Hunter/Harmon, 1979)

Northcutt's Study (1975) found similar statistic% when he asked the

0
question, "Haw functionally competent are U. S. adults?" The answer, in

general, was "not as caapetent as we thought." Approximately one third (39

million) of the U. S. adults are binctioning with difficulty. One fourth °

(29.5 million) are functional, but not proficient, in math.ana English with

16 percent (18.9 million) unable to cope successfUlly. Northcutt was not

measuring grade levels, but ability to perform life tasks. The literature,

personal experiencp and observation all indicate there are,enormous numbers

of people who could be seved by community colleges, specifically the D. E.

programs. Most educators in the field are seeing continued growth of their

programs and all indication; are that the problems will continue.

The high school diploma is the entry key that many of these people

lack;'without the diploma they cannot enter apprenticeshiR classes, join

the military, or go on for further schooling. One avenue ubed to gain the

diploma is the G. E. D. The standards for passing this test vary across

the country, but in Oregon they need:

In Writing skills: -80 questions - 28 right

In Social Studies:. 60 questions - 21sright

)(

In Science: 60 questions - 18 right

In Reading Skills: 40 questions - 15 right

1411

In Math: 50 questions - 16 right.

This means that scoring between only 30 and 40 percent of the questions

right is high enough to pass.the G. E. D. and receive the equivalent of a
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high school diploma. However, hying a G. E. D. gives many people the hope

that they can return to school and be successful.

Vo deal wfth the problems ar students who come unpripared for college

level work, four-year and community colleges across the country have for

the past decade been establibhing "Learning Centers", "Learning Assistance

-Cbnters", "Developmental Centers", etc. Most them in the earlier years.

were conderned about the stigma of "remedial education" and much preferred

thq label of "developmental". Throughout the four-year schools and in mank

of the community co4egest.much more emphasis was placed on writing skills.
0

than on any others. If

Gradually the emphasis hit shifted from earlier focus to today's much

broader base of'helping prepare for or assist in survivaloat colliige. This

has meant growth in working with reading skills, study techniques, life-

coping skills, survival vocabularies, etc.

Throughout the literature are several major trends. In a major

project in Wisconsin students combinA education with experience in business

and industry.. This theme of sharing the educational process, hat relevancy

and community support.

"Intensive" 'intrusive" advising are words that appear, often

directly relateeto another term, "self-advising". El Centro Community

College in Texas and Valencia Community College in Fitirida both make use

4

of modified approaches on this theme.

California and other states are increasing their use of T.V. and

other media to deliver instruction, while other areas are concentrating on

improved readability of the materials presented.

"Peer tutoring/counseling" is a term heavily used in workshop agenda

and in the writing. Californla and Kentucky are working on networks for

sharing information and resources.
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At many'colleges one driving force le the pioduction of FTE (full-

time equivalent student). FTE's drive the money machine, Which keeps

everYthing operational. Predictors of such things, hoWever, tell us that

the numbers of students, as -le currently know them, are and will be

decreasing in the immediate future. Indidators are that schools will close

for lack of students, and the message is very clear: recruit - bring in

neW students.

Community colleges in general do very well at this game; they know

A'S
how to find neW grows, to retread old groups7nd run them through.agaim,

etc. Batra problem which 'has been around for a time keeps naggirig .

numbers.of,students who are recruitea don't,stas-they drop out.

. Some colleges have comeithe conclusikl that-if they-could:just

hang on to tle students they have spent time and money rea?uiting, they

4
could reduce their FTE problems. Other colleges take this view - there is

a

a large popuiatiOn out there they have never had a need to recruit before,

and :lbw is the time to do so. In both-cases we are talking about students

that are now labeled °High Risk":

Current Practicestloalds: Ore=

Phone conversations with representatives from several of the smaller

Oregon colleges indicate they are approaching, the learning problems of High

Risk students'differently than the larger shools. First, the traditional

classroom model does not work efactively for them, primarily. beqause of the

diversity of High Risk students to be iast-ucted. Because of thopixture

of instructional needs within a particular setting and the small numbers of
4

students with each type of need, these colleges are moving more toward

1 0
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individualized instruction. This is usually some fbrm of modulirized or

packaged instruction, supported with instructors, tutors, or media. These

modules of.instruction are both tommercially produced and instructor

developed.

Secondly, of those questioned, all had some form of instruction

z..

dealing wi+.11 "Life-Coping Skills". This involves help with the basic problems

of surviving from day to day, i.e., consumer credit, check writing', survival

t "

literary, banking, legal:help, etre. These skills are taught eithei. as part

of.an instructional package or as separate cladses.

- Third seems to be a movement toward establishing mastery levels for

4
subject areas and holding those requirements constant while allowing for

time.variables t'o achieve those levels. This.is morp easily applied in

,the math and science -fields where sequences of information are fairly

well defined. Two I:oblems arise as part of this approach: (1) the limited

range mateiials available to be used in'this fashioncand (2) the methods

used by the particular institution to charge fees, collect FTE and report

vinttructional efforts to the state. This type of instructioh does not fit

weil under,otr typidal academic model ahd.presents difficulties both in

the reporting process and the funding cyCle.

A fourth area used by some and being considered by others is placement

of High Risk students in some type of a holding Pattern prior to entry into

regular coursework. This approach has met with some success. 'Howevdr, it

also presents some probiems that need to be solved: i.e., requirements by

'agencies that students be full time in a direct training activity and a

basic reluctance on the part of many students to "waste theirtime" with

courses that do not directly apply to their major area of study.

A partial solution to the problem of not being in a direct vocational

trade is course work utilizing the vocational skills lab approach. In

d1r

,
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this.attempt, the student is developing both academic and vocational skills

while in a vocational setting. These studunts work in the vocational'skills

'lab until they have achieved the basic competencies necessary to survive in

the regular track. This allows students to declare a major and feel they

are a part of tt program.

Another approach being ased comes from the realization that much of

the material and soMe of the methods used in the typical developmental lab
4

setting are not interesting or whivationai for many of the students we hope,

to serve. To overcome this, s..,me developmental Oucators are moving their

services into general classrooms and labs. This requires a high level of

acceptance and trust on the part of faculty and the'actual delivery of

services on the pat of the development staffs\ Usually, these are small

group activities, which involve tutoring, and are highly specialized to meet

specific needs of the programs and the students.

Funding

. Much of the supportive data about student success is not easily applied

to developmental education because college evaluation systems are related

'to programs and 'students succe40 and/or failure in those programs. The
a.

institution needs to maintain a perspective about'developmental education

activities, ahd the developmental educator needs to establish methods to

validate instr4ction and activities ap being effective in producing results.

Related to the increased awareness about High Risk students is the

realization that delivering service to them is expensive. Individualized

Anatruction or intensive care is often more expensive than the typical

classroom lapproach. If an iptitution is concerned with the cost per FTE,

there are immediate problems with developmental education.



What is a Hi h Risk Student?'

As usual, difficult questions aris.1, such as these: What is a drop

outY Why do they drop out? Who are the High Risk-students? What service6

should (pr can we) deliver to them? How will these Services be'delivered?

Who Will be accountable for the succeis and/or failure of High Risk students?

What constitutes success and/or failure for this group of students?

Moore (1967) surveyed a dozen or more authorities on two-year colleges

and came up with the following High Risk definition: "students age,

erratic academiceperformance in high school, eSonomic plight, unimpressive

\ standardized test scores, and racial/cultural/cla s background, place them

at a disadvantage in contention with the vast irlijority of students applying

for entry into college." They also probably are first generation college

enrollees, have few.intellectual cwtacts, need remedial works are the

children of lower class workers, and represent a high percentage of
Y

minorit51... Additionally, the conditions Of:their upbringing probably depress

their,intelligence, motivation, and self concept.

MOore goes on ,to state'that the,commonly accepted description (above)

is merely a hypothesis and that a carefUl review of limited research

explodes one after the other of these commonly accepted facts. There are

r

numeroui examples of High.Risk students who manage to overborne their dis-

advantages and are successfUl. On the other hand, many students who have

all the skills, appropriate background, etc., do not succeed. Thisds

usually attributed to motivation.,

High Risk students can be identified. They are different from

traditionalk011ege students; their social and cultural values are different.

The point is thai 'being different does not explain why they are not successful,

and/or motivated.



Each institution will r-obably arrive at a different definition of

"High Risk". Some will use test scorbb to make the determination, and some

on the basis of personal interaction through the advising process. Others

be referred by instructors or agencies, still,others will be self-

referrals. Mainstreaming activities will bring students with limited

potentials to tha campus. Our Disadvantaged and Handicapped grants tend to

recruit new groups that may not have ft#1 potential for college work. The

result at thp community college is that we are seeing more and more students

who fit the "High Risk" patterns. However only limited changes within the

college structures are occurring to accommodate them.

The Dinosaur
e

A dinosaur as defined by Webster and slightly modified for our purpose

is: Dino - from the Greek deinos, terrible - a combining form meaning

terrible or dreadfUl. The saur comes from the Greek sauros, lizard:

extinct flesheaters usually walking on their hind limbs.

Our educational dinosaur is maintained by persons walking on the,hind

limbs, probably not extinct and in some cases dreadful. The part of our

dinosaur thst is most dreadful is the philJsophy on which it is based - a

weeding and sorting model.

Out basic model comes from the academic world and waslereated.hundreds

of years ago. It was designed to be somewhat group-oriented, with the

assumption that the students facing us in the classroom would have somewhat

similar levels of skills and abilities as well as similar backgrOunds and

experiences.'

It is further assumed that the students would be approximately the

same age and that generally they would be fairly clear about their long-

range goals and objectives:""Our academic model also makes the assumption
A.

that any subject presents a great deal to learn and that information which

14



needs to be assimilated can be sequenced. This process takes time and a

long-term commitment; the academic model thinks in terms of years of study,

broken down into sequential segments of quarters or semesters. These

semesters or quarters constitute our courses, which encompass a group of

students, a teacher, a fixed-time course of study, and a norm-referenced

curriculum, The goal of this activity for the padtdecades has been

education for all, but not for.each.

The basic design is not effective in providing success for each

because of the idea from which it originated. We are seeing more and more

students who either drop out of high school or manage to complete at a

marginal level. John Roueche has spoken of the increasing numbers of

sections of "Bonehead English" at the more prestigious institutions to

graphically illustrate the problem.

Each of the assumptions about the dinosaur,does not fit well with the

"High Risk" population: the students do not have similar ages, skills,

backgrounds, or experiences. They do not have clear life goals, they do not

have long-term commitments to education, and in many cases they question the

relevancy of curriculum demands. They see 1itt4e need for the progression

of knowledge in a sequential fashion and voice a desire to learn only the

pieces that have immediate utilizadon.

a' Students are told or have come to believe that education is the key

to success. It potentially can solve some of their problems, perhaps pro-

viding upward mobility. Whether they come to college voluntarily or are

recruited, they hope to find answers to their problems. A large percentage

ars High Risk, disadvantaged, or non-traditional; They often demonstrate

inappropriate behavior and'are characterized by feelings of powerlessness,

worthlessness, alienation. They come with unrealistic aspirations, they
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lark problem solving skills and experiences. They are hostile, aggressive,

and occasionally delinquent (Roueche and Kirk 1973).

These students represent a portion of our society that many faculty

have difficulty working Withp some in fact believe it to be a total waste

of their time and effort to attempt to salvage them. The students do not

perform in the accepted pattern and do not respond to the approaches that

the faculty have used successfully in the past. These students are products

of instant society - fast food, immediate coverage of world events via

satellite, instant everything. Yet, we at the community colleges say to

them, "Come spend a year or two in a training program." The student often

*

arrives at the door wanting satisfactivn to an immediate goal: "I want to

learn to weld so I can get a job"; translation, I want to learn to weld

enough to repaiPthe broken trailer in my backyard so tliat I can move to

0
At the community college we ask the student to take an entrance exam,

go through orientation and stand in line at the admission window, the

financial aids window, and Perhaps the veterans'*window. They must have an

appointment with a counselor and/or advisor who tells them what theineed

is our two-year Associate of Arts degree, or at.a bare minimUm.we might

mention the one-year certificate program. Then we direct the student to go

stand in.the registration line,ahd then in the ptAyment line. Maw students

do not have the ability to plan their lives 3 weeks ahead, perhaps even to
r

survive economically that long, yet'We advise them into a one- or two-year

commitment and then demand prepayment for the next three months for services

'they feel will probably be unsuccessfUl.

A portim of our faculty who will work with these students have a

parapid view of themselves. Because many come froM the secondary school

system or from industry or businees, a fair number still view themselves-as

secand-class citizens in the academic; i.e., compared to their colleagues

1 6
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at the college and university levels. Those in academic areas respond by

vowing.that their students perform as well or better than their peers at

the four-year schools. Standards are established and activities are

determined, 'Mich are appropriate for the small numbers of academic transfer

students that come through our doors.

SomR of our vocational instructors also feel this pressure. Although

they come from a business and industry mold, when they arrive on campus

they soon determine what i. necessary for them to become equal to the

academic peers. They establish programs with requisite academic hoops to
,

jump through. They adopt a course textbook with readability of grade 15

even though it may never be used except as a reference tool since it was

written by a vocational expert fQg other vocational experts. They work with

advisory committees who help them establish entry standards for the field,

often far beyond the actual entry level skills. The problem is that, they

are not in fact training students for entry level jobs, but for potential

future jobs: straw boss, 'junior manager, shop foreman, etc...- Preparation,
_

is designed,so that the student will be able to progress up the.career

ladder when on the job.

,When students do not succeed in our process, one factor named over

and over again in the literature is a poor Or negative student self concept.

Hundreds of articles, research reports and project.aummaries refer to the

effect.of negative self concept.
.

Many teachers believe that High Risk students have negative self

concepts. Yet how was such a disease diagnosed in the students? A number

of inst'rumenta claim to measure whatever a negative self concept is, but

most teachers don't know of them or use them to determine if the disease is

present.' We merely look deep into their eyeballs and observe the negative
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If, that as a group the High Risk students do indeed have a poor

self concept, what specifically distinguishes the High Risk frOm the Low

Risk. What is a positive self concept? How can an -instructor identify

one? Is a poor self concept a cause of an effect or Nor achievement?

Because large numbers of low achievers and remedial students are minority

poup members, can we then conclude that poor self concept is related to

ethnic or cultural background? Re-entry women, disabled truck drivers, career

changers, out-of-work seasonal employees, and many others are assumed to

have a "poor'or negative self concept." Does a poor self concept mean that

the student will be a poor achiever in all subjects or selected ones? How

do we explain the student with a poor self concept in math/reading who

excels at small engine repair? Do the students 1-ave a poor self concept"

lgecause they,do not know how or because they are pot able to learn how

to do something?

14 Developmental Education'and in Student Servies we talk a great ,

- deal about improving students self concept. The questions above.are asked

in hopes that we will begin Noming up with some answers before we stereo-

type students. and pre-determine paths for them. The two educationalvout;s

of social/economic disadvantages and"pOor self concept provide an,easy way

to transfer the blame (guilt) for the learner's failu* to the learner and

allow the institution and the academic experts to escape i'esponsibility for

...tkie failure.

- Another easy out for the educator is the equally vague term of

motivation. Some instructors believe that students should be ready to

learn when they walk in the door. They should be clear about their Aans,

know what they are doing, and recognize the risk. But it doesn't work for

a large number of students. The teacher must take part in the process,'

: assume some responsibility for helping to establish goals/directions and

'7"



°then help the student achieve those goal-;.

Bloom, Bruner, and others have shown that nearly anyone, given sufficieLt

bime and assistance, can learn almost anything. What we in the community

college kwap attempting to do with High Risk students is to put them back

through the education for all process. For many of them such an approach

is guaranteed failure, they have been there before. What we need is an

'educational approach for each.

Community Colleges have adjusted well to changing dewands from the

community. Now the question is how well they can adjust to the different

".

types of studenta" thek are seeing from those same communities. Those are

people who did not succeed in the academic model before, yet we are recruiting

them back to try again. They do not feel good about their abilities to

learn acadeinic information, yet we are primarily gOing tO lecture to them.

One of the purposes of this paper is to make suggestions and recommenda

tions to cope with th'ese problems. Let me break those into long and short

range categories:

laulast: things we OloW we should do, most of.which are not new.

We must:00'.

1. Work closely, with our presidents, boards, and state legislature,

concerning the funding patterns for High Risk students. If we

are going to serve these students effectively, the expenses will

be higher than'for'usual classroom/laboratory activity. It would

be wise for each of us in Developmental Education to clearly

identify instructional and necessary indirect (noninstructional'

support' activity) costs. Once we know the actual cost of these'

services we should match that information with our FTE production

and the related success stories of aUr students in order to

/7-0



prepre fully documented requests for apprspliate funding levels'

as part of state formulas.

2. Instructionally we need to get our own house in order. 411 too

frequently the final deStination of a clasiis unspecified by the

teachei. and unknown to the student. Many classes are cpecific

about what is going to takeoplace and what students will encounter

along the way, but a clear picture of the purpose, goal or

objective of the instruction is missing. Students should be very

aware of the objectives of the class, not just what will be

covered, but where they will be at the end.

I suggest that instructional units spend coneiderable time making

clear the objectives of their course work. We in Developmental

Education need to look closely atrourselves and assure that we can

specify our goals. I'm not suggesting that we return to the era

of behavioral objectives where the student will be able to
:

perform at the X level in such amount of time, but somewherAetween

that and where we are now. A.quick look at our catalogs makes me

'nervous about what we imply'we do. We are not specific about Who-

can profitsfrom our classes (entry leVels), itigi they will learn

(vague statements about improving their comprehension, reading

rate, and voCabulary), and how they will know when they have

achieved irhatever it ie we'hope they will achieve.

3. We need truly to believe in and practice-as individuals and

institutions the concepts of lifeIcing learning. The fact.that

4students appear, disappear, and reappear should not cause.us to

penalize them because it causes us headachei. Yes, the studehts

should be measured against a standard and, yes, they should know,

what those standards are. fRever, we run into trouble with the
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'dime factor. It is necessary to achieve t'e standard (compet ncy)

according to a set time pattern. I suppGse that the time facto .

is critical for some courses, disciplines, or programs, but large

numbers of our courses in fact need not be measured in traditional

ways. The important criterion is: did the student learn the

body of information required?

Because of conflict with the time factor, large numbers of students

walk away from education. They returned to'college, in some cases

after long soul searching, and have again been unsuccessful.

Unfortunately, we expect the student to fit our academic time

model of quarters/semesters, and many do not. We must create a

, learning situation where the student learns how to learn, yet

feels the freedom to leave and return wtthout penalty. As the

students feel the need or job/society requires upgrading, the

,11 student should feel at ease returning to a Learning environment.

e

This ist. in fact, happening in other sectors of the student learning

sucti as correspondence, use of newspaper, T.V., and an the job.

Why not on community college campUses?'

4. A c itical element missing is the transition from our Developmental

;'EdugitiOn program6-_nto the regular academic world. We need to "

either (a) spend more time.preparing students for that transition,

or (b) work on changing-the dinosaur to be more accommodating

of-Atudent needs.,

5. If the Aterature ia accurate about the numbers of times that

each of us will need to train/retrain ourselves because of job

change or technological,advancement, the schools must play altital

role in that process. Yet a major portion of our szheduling

19
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resources and efforts is geared toward the traditional full-

time academic student. We have limited offerings in short-term

time frames other than the community service sections. Our support

staff work 8 to 5 and abandon the dinosaur at 5:00 when many of

these students are also getting off work. The part-time staff

which operates our college during the off to.nr often does not have

the time or information required. The experts are at home and

not available.

6. A great deal has.been written and discussed concerning alternative

patterns of education. Let me just mention three points. First,

if people choose an alternative way to achieve, we in education

must assure that those people achieve to the same or higher levels

as compared to traditional approaches. ,Second, alternative

learning must become_available on caMpust not just otf campus.°

Third, we in education must improve the roadmaps that people use

through'our maze: the catalogs, brochilrest.class schedules and'

course outlines.

If life-long learning is to workOt will take,instititional Commit-

ment and resolve to bring ahout the chaages necessary to have this.

transition occur. This is dl.fficult to accomplish during times

like -tihe kesent; is'very diffidult tpdcpnvince faculty ind

staff of the worth of such ideas when all kinds of students want

to register to take classes. Their stock answer is: What problem?
,

We have plenty of FTE's, lots of bodies; we must be doing something

right. Look at all those people who,keep coming - so what, if we

lose ,a few?



Short Ran e
e

1. Computer literacy is a term beginning to appear in the literature.'

Thelre is a need for instruction, in how to talk to, work with, and

make use of this thin& called a computer. Community college

faculties should be knowledgeable about computer language and

able to interpret for students how these machines are tauglit to

work. ,The mystery of the process and the computer print-out must

be'sted.

2. Institutions mat sit dpwn and deal with basic philosophical

questions which help determine the op4rational directions. A

major problem for Developmental Education is whether we are to

deliver intensive care to small groups or limited services to

larger groups. Depending on the answers to the philosophical

question, a whole series of concerns appear.

Cl8mmurity colleges need to clearly establish what services they

are equipped to provide and to which groups of people they are

going to provide those services. Do we establish holding'patterns

or, extensive referrals to other agencies?

We need to continue shifting counseling services toward gaidance.

The numbers of High Risk stOents and the diversiti of their daMands

make the traditional cOunseling mode of one-on-one literally

impossible. The choice involves either greatly increasing

counseling staff (unlikely) or changing the basic mode of operation.

5. As the High Risk student load becomes intense and too large.for

the counselingstaff, one possible answer is greater utilization

of other resources for advising faculty and staff. 'We should
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greatly improve the advising process so that it does-become a

process rather-than the start to a process. Counselors and

developmental staff become advisors (consultants) to faculty who

work with groups of students in an advising.situation focused on

a long-range perspectivs.. The advisor and student must come ,to

know each other throughout the time that the student is at the

college.

6. Hand in hanb with improving the advising model is a willingness

to revise thu definition of what constitutes student success.

'

Short-range, immadiate goals seem most appropriate for retaining;

students, although goals can be and should.be revised as the

vtudent progresses. It would seem logical that the advisor and

the student would work out what "succesz" means to them and use

that definition as the criterion rather than the completion of an

AA degree or the re-ceipt of a certificate.

Directly related to advising,and deturmining what "success" means

is the ability of the organization to provide the necessary

services to help achieve the goal or goals. This implies the

capability to identify very early in the schooling process

(weeki 1 - 2) those needing help.

8. We need to determine if we as an institution ,can in fact vovide

the serviced needed. In many cases we are kidding oUrselves that,

we can do anything about the problems, yet we attempt to put a

band aid On.the wound. We need to have a much clearer picture of

what we do well and what we cannot, along with a precise process

for referral to those people dnd agencies who can help when we
00

4,0
cannot.
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9. In Developmental Educat:t.on we must come to grips with whether we

are going to be skills developers or change agents in peoples lives.

Many of us have used the training of skills us a comfortable place

to operate. When someone did not improve in skills, we often

agonized over the problem, but it rerained.their problem.

Now, however, we are seeing more and Npre students who need our

services yet do not impliOre the way we would like.rVihy? nat is

different about them? One difference is student attitude. In

many cases, that attitude must be changed before much skill

deVelopment will take place. Counseling can help, but the develop-

mental educator is the person who can provide day to day reinforce-

ment to direct and assist in these attitude changes. It followso

then, that developmeiltal educators need to improve their skills

in helping other people look at attitudes about learning.

10. We are seeing increasing 'numbers of students whose nativl language

and culture are different. A facet of this population is an

,increasing number of students who are not literate,even in their

native language. Instructionall$1 these students are particularly

difficult to work with because'of their lack of language skill;

,

it becomes necessary to develop in some cases a written native

language first, before the transfer of language to Ehglish.

11. Because of fairly recent legislation, we at the comm4nity college

now see and will see more students who are severely,academically

disabled. Thd legl.slative mandate requires that these low-ability

students be mainstreamed in programs. They, in many cases, do not

have basic coping skills and usually have very limited career skills,

yet they appear at the community college for instruction. Questions

93



about whether we are to become another support agency and whether

we sheuld or should not'be dealing with these students have not

been addressed.
1,

1.

12. A quick word about one other major problem. The community college

concept is based on the idea of a commuter college. Our original

designs and planning were around the cqncept that the student .

could easily travel short distances to us. In our present gas-

short world this does not sound as good as it once did. It is no
.1

longer cheap or easy to,get to college. We need to rapidly modify'

the delivery of some of our services to fit the changes.

Summary

I realize that it is not likely that the ainosaur described in this

paper will ge away or quickly evolve into some new form that is more

apprpriate. The answer then is to improve the.band aid. To acconTlish

this, we need to:

1. Det /mine and agree upon leOls of proficiency in commonly needed ,

skills of living, reading, speaking, writing, comAtting, problem&-

solving and just plain survival. Because ofour rapidly changing.

system these levels of understanding must be reviewed and modiiied

regularly.

2. Develop individualized education programs, rather than .plug people

into curriculums, with the student, teacher and resource people

assisting writing, modifying, and carrying out that plan.

3. Vastly improve our systems for diagnosing 'problems, and prescribing

for those difficulties.

4. Become much more sophisticated in our use of instructiontil media

and technology.

0-
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Who receives the benefit from being labeled a failure? Can we (higher
4

education, specifically the community college) chanp toward being truly

6upportive of people in their quest for knowledge, or do we continue with

the patterns and processes designed to maintain tradition? -Do we continue

to put band aids on the dinosaur?

.a
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CONTROLLING THE REVOLVING DOOR IN THE 1980s:
PROBLEMS, PROMISES AND PRIORITIES FOR ENTRY

_ LEVEL ASSESSMENT IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Introduction

For decades, community college educators have been addressing problems

associated with providing comprehensive educational opportunities to

greater numbers of students with increasingly diverse needs, abilities

and goals: Very few of the problems that educators faced in the 1970s

were truly different from those faced earlier. Nonetheless, dramatic

changes have taken place during the last ten years, causing certain issues

and strategies to become much more crucial than ever before. Those
A

changes may become mdre critical in the decade ahead.

During the last ten years, the number of community college students has

increased dramatically and the students' characteristics have changed

significantly. Some seventy thousand students were attending Oregon

,community colleges in'1970. This year, 1980, the same schools will

enroll over a quarter of a million students. In 1970, the majority of

Oregon's community college students were late adolescents, who.enrolled

in community colleges after recent, successful experiences in high

schools. Today, most community college students are over the age of

twentyfive, and a growing percentage have known more failures than

successes in their school exp iences. Roueche (1978) reports that the'

average student entering commity college today reads somewhere between

the eighth and ninthgrade level, and he predicts that 20-35 percent of

these entering students are functionally illiterate (reading below the

fourthgrade level). (p. 29) Clearly, many of these students need



specialized help if they are to persist tnrough their community college

programs.

Retention rates at community Oolleges have been found consietentlito

be considerably lower than those of fouryear schools. As a rough estimate,..

.Cope (1974) suggests tht less than hag of all entering firttyear

,students in community colleges are likely to ret4irn'foi a second year.

He states tfilat "... about 20 percent will eventually earn an associate of

arts degree, and less than^10 percent are likely to go on for a baccalaureate

degree." (p. 3) There are mahy:reasons why those retention rates are

as low as they are. Miller'(1978) and others have found that problemt

extrinsic to the college are most frequently the cause of student with
;

drawals, and Hqyt (1978) and others have demonstrated that attrition

research is'often mis1eadi4. Nonetheless, Roueche (1978) is probably

correct when he states that if a student enters a community college with

weak reading skills, study skills, and-motivation, t,hen'".... the odds are

tremendous that he will not persist through.ohe semester in a typical-
,

community college program." (p. 30)

Certainly, no one wants to perpetuate. this 'condition, and community college

educators are actively reducing these odds for many students. Roueche

reports that "...it is possible to have a student experience three or four

.grade levels of reading improvement in Ohe semester in a welldesigned

developmental program." (p. 30) During the 1970s, sunh developmental

education programs expanded dramatically. From enrollment data on file

with the Oregon Department of Education, it can be estimated that the.number

or community college'students taking developmental education courses more

30
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than quadrupled in Oregon between 1970 and 1980. During the 1980s, it can

be anticipated that enrollment growth will continue to climb in the.deelop-

mental skills ax9as as increasing numbers of students enroll with weak

academic skills and low levels of confidence and motivation.

It is impossible, however, to place students in appropriate educational

programs, developmental or otherwise, unless careful efforts are made

to identify the needs that entering students bring with them. The Practice

of.assessing the entering characteristics of students is not new to

community colleges. Most community colleges have been prcyiding assesiment

services of some kind from the time they were founded. Monroe (1972)'

found that 70, )f the community colleges he had surveyed provided diagnostid

testing of skills in,ccamunication and computation. Mgre recently, Roueche

and Snow (1977) found that 83% of community colleges offer diagdostic

testing or,assessmentt In,1980, all thirteen community college districts

in Or:egon repomed that entry-level aasessment seivices are'made available

to students.

As community college student bodies have become more diversql and as

community college programs have become more comprehensive, the practice

of assessing the entering characteristics of students has become

simaltaneously much more critical,to student success yet much more costly

and difficult to provide. Traditional practices relied heavily upon

reviewing the high school transcripts of entering full-time students and

then testing those students who appeared to be in need of special help.

That approach, while still useful, can no longer be expected to identify

the needs of the maj6rity of community college students. Most students

have been out of high school (if, indeed, they completed high school) for

3



several years. Most are not full-time.students. And, most do nct annbuire
0

their intentions to become community 'college students soon enough to,

allow transcripts to be received and diagnostic testing to be evaluated.

As a result, new strategies and technigles are now required to assure

"-;

that opportunities for entry-level assessment'are truly accessible to the

students, who need them most.

It is'the assumption of this paper that such strategies must become common-,

place among community cclleges during the 1980s if community colleces are

to become truly serious about meeting the needs of the many high risk

students they will serve. The purpose of this paper, therefore is to

review current problems and.practices of entry-level assessment so that

I) 'the problems related to it oan be clarified; 2) promising practiqes

can be reported; and, 3) priorities for the 1980s can be suggested. To

satiify this purpose, each community college within Oregon wis surveyed

regarding current assessment practicesvproblems and priorities. A review

of literature was conduâted, 'and selected community college professionals

outside of Oregomwere contacted. The following findings and interpreta-

tions are preseFited a a result of these activities and in the hope that

they may assist community college educators in their efforts,to identify

the diverse, learning needs of the many students they will serve in the

immediate future.

.....111ProWAIII-11.120117-20.1.41MIETIL

One major problem confrcnting educators charged with conducting entry-

level assessment an community college campuses is,that there is often no
4

clear consensus regarding what assessment is and what should be learned

32



from it. Roueche and,Archer (1979) point out that "... the term 'assessment'

is one of those,paradoxical words that means so much it means nothing."

(p. 1) Lenning (1977) makes the same point when he states that "...people

cannot even agree on what some commonly desired learning outcome constructs

mean, let alone measure them." (p. 14) This is a particularly difficult

problem for community college educators,because the needs of their students

'are So diverse that consensus is needed on,a variety of issues and constructs'

-before assessment can work well. Agreement regarding what should be

assessed is all the more difficult to achieve since community.colleges

. attempt to match the "individual character of students" with their com-

prehensive program offerings. (Lenntng, p. 17)

Community college educators in Oregon identified some of the day-to-day

implicationbpf this problem.. Several pointed put that academic advising

based an assessment information does not take place as often as they would

like. They indicate that academic,advisors, uSually faculty members, are

,.11ort well trained to use assessment information. Other's pointed out thab

responsibility for assessment functions is quite diffuse. The

responsibility.is shared by stri4.mt personnel workers,, department heads,

and developmental education directors with too little coordination. In

addition, Gleason Eakin, from Mt. Hood Community College, summarized

concerns expressed by others when he stated that "...we feel a need to

develop more effective Methods for working with the developmental education

student." Without a clear definition of entry-level assessment and the
(I

purposes it is to serve, academic advising, coordination of effort,

developmental education and other programs and services cannot serve

students effectively.

'3 3



Another major problem has been referred to earlier in this paper: It is

the problem of making entry-level as essMent accessible to the students

who need it most, Community college students have rarely been amenable

to placement testing and assessment that is provided well in advance of

their entry into actgemic programs. In most,casesl'they simply do not

decide to'enter a community college until the week of registration, This

reality has been complicated greatly by the dramatic-influx of part-

'time students during the last decade. These students register at various

centers throughout community col;ege districts. No pre-admissions pro-

cedures are required, and registration forms may not be processed until

P

several weeks after each tvm has begun. Ent4-level assessment procedures

that were designed for full-time students who followed pre-admission steps

are clearly unworkable for maw of today's full-time students and the

overwhelming majority of part-time students.

Oregon community colleges have not acted to meet the probiems of making

entry-level assessment available to part-time students. Most efforts to

-encourage students to participate in assessment and academic advising are

now focused upon full-time students. Nonethelesq, the Oregon community

college educators surveyed recognized the need to expand'their assessment

activities. Jim Roberts of Cfackamas Community College concluded that

the open door admission concept, itself, provides the best explanation of

why the college's assessment system breaks down most frequently. Others

pointed out that more staff and additional resources are essential to

make their desired system work.

Educators trying to make entry-level assessment available to all students

are faced with one other major problem. It is the absence of clear pro-



cedures and inexpensive materials. Most Oregon community colleges rely

upon standardized instruments, such as the College Guidance Placement
0

Test, as well as locally developed math and Erili8i tests for their

lassessment tools. The findings of Roueche and Snow (1977) suggest that

community colleges nationally rely upon iimilar instruments. Each of

these requires a significant commitment of time from both,students and

, educators. Given the nature of the students being served by community

colleges as well as the limited resources with which college educators

must work, itris unlikely that aqy of these instruments will be useful in

making assessment available to large numbers of students. Somehow,

instruments must become ihorter and less complex without greatly reducing

the validity and reliability of existing instruments if entry-level

assessment is to be expanded effectively.

Promising Practices

During the'last several'years promising practices within Oregon and

throughout the nation have been implemented to address the problems of

entry-level assessment for community college students.. Clearer definition

has been accomplished, so that consensus regarding information to be

collected exists on a growing number of community college campuses. Some,

approaches have been propoied to make entry-level assessment available to,

part-time as well as,full -time students. Severa self-assessment instruments

have been developed that would seem to be appropriate to8ls for helping

entering students make some preliminary decisions about their educational

needs. These promising developments have not been fully tested and were

not found to be in use on many community college campuses as the decade

3



of the 1970s came to an end. They are presented inIchi report in the

belief that they may prove to be of greater significance in the decade

ahead.:

While recognizing questions rediain as to what entry-level assessmat

should tell us about a student and what tactics and specilic instruments

should be,used, Roueche and Archer (1979) report that a certain amount of

agreement now exists on.the general kinds of information an institution

should solicit from entering students:

Reading level, basic mathematics skills, and language
usage are basic. In addition, there are other measurable
elements involved with student success --self'image,

4 attitude toward learning, learning style, and career
aspirations, to name a few. (p.,3)

Further a taxonomy of student characteristics that potentially can be

changed by college instruction has been deVeloped by thellational Center

for Higher Education Management Systems (Lenning, Lee, Micek, and. Service,

1976). It may become useful in identifying specific charaet4eri8tic5

that may be affecting student success on specific community college

.campuses.

In-service training programs, publications and sother staff development

efforts-are. helping to make counselors, faculty! members and other

educators aware of thesimportance of entry-level,assessment and the recent

developments in it. Through its New Directions for Community Colleges

series, Jossey-Bass, Inc. published an informative monograph covering

various aspectssof assessing student academic and social progress (Baird,

ed., 1977). ,The Wional Institute for Staff and.Organizational Development

(NISOD) currently conducts workshops on student intake systems that touch



upon.the prOcebses of entry-level aSsessment. In addition, NISOD's

"Innoyation Abstracts" have'recently repotted deFcriptions of,specific

entry-level assessment programs,at selected community colleges. Further,
.

the ERIC Clearinghouse'for Junior Colleges is making a growing number of

dgcuments_related to community college assepsment approaches available

nationally,

The growing body of knowledge about entry=level assessment, the emerging

consensus regarding student characteristics to be assessed, and the

Pincreased efforts to communicate these developments would seem to provide

community college educators with the means 6 bring clarity and definition

to the entry-level assessment efforts supported on their campuses. They

also provide ways in which to help instructors, counselors and adminis-

trators improve their understanding and expertise. Consensus has not

been effected on most community college campuses, and understanding and.

expertise are often lacking, but key tools are now available to the college

districts seeking to improve their current systems.

.The body of knowledge and experience needed to make entry-level assessment

opportunities readilravailable to part-time students would not 44Pear to'

be at this same promising level. A review of literature and discussions

with community college educators in Oregon and elsewhere failed to identify

a single community college that is currently confronting entering part7

time students with entry-level assessment. Intake systems for part-time

students are kept as simple and short as possible. Students register in a

variety of places - classrooms, satelite campuses, and their own homes -

and attempts are made to keep the "red tape" tb a tralimuni. Entry-level
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assessment would appear to fit the definitianfor "red tape" in the mind6

of many part-time students and community education directors. Ih addition,

current levels of staffing, limited resources, competing priorities,

logistical problems, and ether factors stand the wty of -greatly expanding

entry-level asSessment efforts. ,

Most entry-level assessment opportunities currently provided for part-

time students are taking place in classrooms rather than through intake

systems. Part-time students who find their ;Says into developmental

education courses (adult'high school, A.B.E., E.S.L., etc.) are likely

to be greeted with a variety ofiachievement tests in reading, communication

skills and mathematics. Most developmental education programs in Oregon i
go a step beyond placement. testing. They provide skilled counselors and/or

instructors who meet individuiilly with stuAnts to interpret test results

and help plan learning activities. Also, 'a growing number of life planning;

courses and svainars are being offered during evening hours.. These

classes often include aptitude and interest preference' assessment as

important components. In addition, many seasoned and sensitive instructors

4

in a variety of disciplines choose to begin'their courses With appropriate

placement tests. This practice often mires many students from unnecessary

failure while building confidence for many more who are well prepared for

their coursework.

The final problem addressed in the previous section of this paper was

that of identifying or de/eloping inexpensivy, yet appropriate, assessment
Ett

instruments for the/diverse students that:tommunity college8 serve. This"

has been a particularly knotty problem for those attempting to make
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entrylevel assessment accessible to parttime students. Since community

colleges are changing to meet the needs of their students, assessment

instruments, as well as processes, must be evaluated continually for

their effectiveness. To facilitate such an evaluation, a literature

review and a survey of community college educators in Oregon .was conducted

to identify changing trends and promising practices. It was found that

a variety of published instruments appear to be serving existing programs

rather well. In addition,, several selfassessment instruments were identi

fied that may provide a promiing means of expanding entrylevel assessment

opportunities to many more students.

koueche and Snow (1977) found that locally designed tests are the primary

testing instruments in use in community colleges today. A survey of

Oregon community college educators did not confirm this finding. While

many locally developed tests are in use in Oregon, particularly in the

areas of communication skills and mathematics, Oregon c6mmunity colleges

have opted to work most frequently with published assessment materials.

The Comparative Guidance and Placement Program develeped by the Educational

testing Service is being used by four.college districts, and other published

batteries are in use elsewhere; the NelsonDenny Seeding Test is used by

many; and the one selfassessment found to be use in Oregon was developed

at Valencia Community College in Orlando, Florida.

It was not ae purpose of this paper to conddct a comprehensive review of

the' many assessmentinstruments now in .use in community colleges.

Buros' .,...it.L.SeverMentteeltnentsYers....book. provides detailed descriptions,

reviews and prices of the most widely used mental measurement instruments.

39
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In addition, Roueche and Archer (1979) recently summarized the characteris-

tics of a variety of entry-level assessment instruments found to be used

by colleges in North America. (See pp. 18-22) However, no summary of

the self-assessment instruments in use in America was found to be Rvailable.

Specific instruments are reported in the literature, but it would appear

that they have not been widely publicized. Since self-assessment

instruments may prove to be very useful tools for rea&tng part-time

students and many others not currently beipg astpssed, it is believed

worthwhile to describe several of the approaches that were identified

through this study.

Self reports are not new to college campuses. In fact, evidence has been

available for some time to indicate that students do report self-assessment

questions honestly. (American College TestirieProgram, 1973) Current uses

are somewhat different from those in the past, however, today,they are

being used as preliminary screening devices for matching students with

appropriate courses or for helping students find their ways to more

extensive assessment and counseling services.

The EMpire State College incorporated self-assessment into its unique

student intake system when the college was founded early inthe 1970s.

Palola and Lehman (1976) reported that this practice effectively supple-

mented the other assessment activities provided through the intake system.

In 1973, Wilton Fowler and others developed an instrument for use at

El Centro College in Dallaq Texas.. Since that time, the instrument has

been revised into a flowing dOcument that helps students determine a

variety of next steps available to them (Ell Centro, 1979). The instrument

is usually used in small group settings. Assisted by one counselor and

4 0
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one peer counselor, students.participate in a twohour process of taking

and scoring reading, math and language skills tests as well as the self

assessment tool. (Innovation Abstracts, 1980)

The. Community College of Vermont (197(3) developed a more comprehenstve

"Student Progress Portfolio" that includes assessment as.,one of its four

sections. Planning, Implementation and Evaluation are also included

within this handbook. Through it, community college students are helped

to clarify their educational goals and priorities and to plan their academic

programs. The assessment section provides specific exercises to enable

tfie student to identify personal goals, personal attributes, and preferred

learning style.

A team of faculty members and counselors at Valencia Community College in

Orlando, Florida, developed and published the "Reading, Ehglish, Math

aneStudy Skills SelfAssessment and Course Selection Guides." This

instrument is tailored to the content of specific courses offered on that

campus. Though it cannot.be scored by the student, academic advisors and

counselors can score it quickly and use it to help students\plan their

academic programs. The instrument would appear to have utility\beyond the

campus on which it was developed. Central Oregon Community College is

currently using the instrument with reported success.

One final self assessment instrument would seem to hold promise as an

initial screening device. It is contained in the "Application for

Admission and Program Planning Profile" of the Johnson County Community

College in Overland Park, Kansas. (Johnson County Community College,

1979) The Program Planning Profile section of the form c011ects student

characteristics information, identifibs student educational goaltil
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determines extracurricular interests, and collects student ratings of

their abilities in three skills areas Engltsh, reading and mathematics.

-No procedures are provided to help the student interpret responses, and

no information is provided within the document to inform students of the

uses to be made of the profile nor the other assessment optione available

on campus. The form does, however, collect basic entrylevel assessment

information from each -tudent applying for admission to the college.

None of the selfassessment instrumentp cited above may prove to be useful

to most community colleges in their present forms. They do, however,

provide an array of options that may lead to selfassessment approaches

that will reach the students who will need such an intervention during

the 1980s. Coupled with the improved achievement test batteries that are

now available, they wouldiseem to suggest a coordinated means of getting

the right amount of assistance to each community college student.

Directions for the Decade Ahead

"If We Don't Change Our Direction, We Are Likely To
End Up Where We Are Heading."

-- Chinese Proverb

Two scenarios can be predicted for the future of entrylevel assessment on

community college campuses. The first portrays services very oimilar to those

currently found on most campuses. The second describes a coordinated system

designed to greatly expand the scope of services and the uses to which entry

level assessment is put.. Each scenario is likely to be predictive of the

services that will be found on many community college campuseRtwithin five

to ten years.

A variety of conditions support a prediction that few changes will take

place during the next ten years. It can be argued that relatively few

4 2
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changes occurred on ffie.)st campuses during the last ten years, so that the

assumption can be made that few changes can be expected in the next

several years. As indicated earlier, most campuses were found to offer

placemunt testing to limited numbers of entering students at the beginning

of the previous decade (ftnroe, 1972) and most were offering similar

services at the end of the 1970s. (Roueche and Snow, 1977) Placement

testing for matriculated, full-time students has been relatively accessible

for many years and it may be likely to remain so.

Prevailing conditions suggest, however, that most community college students

Co

may continue to begin their course work without the benefit of appropriate

entry-level assessment% Part-time adults, late registrants and reticent

full-time students are not currently confronting entry-level assessment and

are not likely to confront it in the future if present trends continue.

Pressing financial limitations, alone, may restrict expansion of assessment

services. Finding support for existing assessment activities will be

difficult to accomplish; gaining approval for expanding them may be next'

to impossible. It is certain to be impossible unlese,counselors, faculty

members and students begin to make better use of the assessment tools

available to them. -A lack of understanding, inertia and inaccessabilitY

currently limit.the uses of entry-level assessment. If these conditions-

are not overcome through in-service training, innovation and assertive

actions, then little support can be expected in the future from the

administrators, faculty members and counselors who mUst decide how to

use the scarce resources available to them. Without their support, few

changes can be expected.

Systematic expansion of entry-level assessment services will require

significant changes on most campuses. As indicated above, conditions

may be expected to lobby against such changes on many campuses.

43
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Nonetheless, several factors do support the notion that systematic expansion

and improvement will take place during the decade ahead. Increased aware

ness of the needs of high risk students is leading to improved strategies,

including assessment, for coordinating developmental education with other

academic programs. GrowPag consensus regarding the roles that assessment

can play in improving retention is enlisting new proponents. New and

improved assessment instruments are providing better options. And, growing

recognition that current practices simply cannot reach the majority of

the students now attending community colleges -- parttime adults -- is

providing impetus for change on many campuses.

Even where changes in entrylevel assessment appear most likely, it is not

clear that they will take place in an organized way. The factors noted

above have already had impact on many campuses without yieldImg systems

that effectively serve the large majority of students. As'previously

noted, however, promising practices are being pursued, and they are proving

successfUl in many cases. As a result, it may now be possible to develop

.a coordinated, comprehensive entrylevel assessment system that can reach

students who need to be served at a cost that most community college

districts can pay. In this writer's view, such a systemwould have, at

least, four key components.

1. It would have a comprehensive set of assessment options in

.place.

2. It would have a centralized organizational scheme for coordinating

these assessment options.

3. It would utilize a carefully selected array of valid and reliable

instruments.

4 4
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It,would enjoy the support of a knowledgeable faculty and staff.

The following descriptions suggest one way in which these four components

might be integrated into a comprehensive, coordinated entry-level assess-
,

ment system. I was not found to be in use on any campus surveyed through

this study', but it is a process that emerged from the review of current

practices. It is presented in the hope that they may assist community

college professionals who find that the conditions are right for expanding

and improving upon their entry-level assessment programs:

1. Providing a comprehensive set of assessment options: It would

appear clear that no one assessment approach will be adequate

for every community college student. Very little formal assess-

ment may be needed to adequately assist most students, but in-

depth assessment may be needed for others. The key, then, is

to provide the right amount of assessment for each student. A

set of options that are triggered by a self-assessment tool

and appropriate pre-assessment orientation would seem most

promising. One example of how such a.set of options could be.

coordinated with self-assessment and pre-assessment orientation

is presented on the following page as Flowchart #1.

2. 'Cantralized Or anization,: A variety of organizational conditions

must exist if a comprehensive set of assessment options are to

be fully and effectively used. Students must be given ,consistent

service at every point within the campus-wide system. Counselors,

.faculty members,and administrators must understand the roles

they play in making the process work. Clear lines of communication

must exist. Methoda for resolving conflicts must be in place.
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Evaluation should be'conducted in a carefully designed and

scheduled way. Appropriate decisions must be made and carried

out in a timely manner. In short, an effective entrylevel

assessment system must be a carefully coordinated enterprise.

Discussion with administrators in Oregon and elsewhere suggest

that such coordination is most difficult to accomplish in a

decentralized mode. When responsibilities for the many pieces of

an assespment system are distributed among a variety of people

from several divisions withA.n an institution, then coordination

frequently breaks down. While it is clearly crucial they,

people frOm throughout the campus participate in the decision

making, planning and evaluation that goes into developing and

implementing an assessment system, it would also appear to

be necessary to place responsibility for assessment in the lap

of one administrator, who has the authority to resolve problems,

secure resources and assure. the other key elements of coordination.

Such an assignment could logically be givih to a dean of students

or a dean of instruCtion, depending upon the organizational'

flavor of a community college district. The key is that

the responsibility must be,taken seriously and be recognized

throughout the campus.

3. .....___,y____....:1x_21.,Rie.la,.iaeandValidlnstentsACarefullSelectedArrrum:

Several.types of assessment instruments will be rewired to

provide students.with a comprehensive-set of assessment options.

Each will serve students in different ways. A short) nonL

threatening survey Will be needed to reach large numbers d
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students as they enter the college. Placement tests will be ,

necessary as a next step for many students. Many specialized

instruments will be required to address the individual needs of

- other students; methods Tor granting credit for prior learning

as well as means for identifying cognitive and affective learning

styles and disabilities must bo integrated with other entry-level

assessment tools.

ALI of these instruments must be carefully chosen and periodi-

cally validated. Available instruments must be reviewed for

reliability and validity, and new tools must be developed to

'meet the unique purposes which community colleges have. The

success or failure of a good entry-level assessment,system may

rest on the credibility that it enjoys among faculty advisors

and counselors; that credibility can be maintained only when the

information coming from the assessment system is predictive

and appropriate. Carefully selected and developed assessment

tools can,help to provide such information. .

4. alaprt from a Knowledgstleljacultzand Staff: An entry-

level assessment system may be comprehensive; it may"be well

organized and coordinated; and it may use valid and reliable

assessment tools. Still, it may be ineffective. Ultimately,

the success or failure of such a system will depend upon the

skill with which it, is implemented and the support it enjoys

from the faculty and staff members who use it to serve their

students.

48
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Experience tells us that,careful and continued efforts are

required to assure that entry-level assessment is well received

on a campus. Experience also tells us that this is not easily

accomplished. For instance, a group of Oregon educators readily

admitted that they felt they lacked the skills needed to

adequately Assess the entering characteristics of their students.

(Oregon Department of Education, 1979) As a result, efforts were-

undertaken to provide a state-wide training Session an the topic

of entry-level assessment. Those efforts were frustrated by d

lack of recognized experts in the field. Too few'people could

-
be identified who felt competent to train community college

educators in the fine art of entry-level assessment. To make

matters worse, a nationally recognized training group which did

indicate competence to provide such training proved to be

unable to do so to the satisfaction of participants of a workshop

it provided. Evaluations received from the paiticipants were

very critical of the training provided, indicating that the

information received was too general to be useful or simply

not focused on the topic of entry-level assessment.

In-service training is always difficult to do well. Professional

educators demand excellence from anyone who would provide learning

experiences for them. In addition, entry-level assessment is a

complex business. It cannot be explained to the satisfactin of

faculty and staff members who must make it work unless it is

well understood by the people who present it. As a result,

the most promising way to train people in its use may be .to rely

upon people who have designed and worked closely with a given



assessment system. They should provide in-service training only

when they feel confident that their approach provides compre-

hensive options, is well coordinated, and is supported by

reliable assessment instruments. When these components have

come together and when faculty and staff members understand thet,

then a comprehensive, entry-levelAssessment system should be

well on,its way to success.

Conclusion

This paper was'developed around the assumption that entry-level assessment

' strategies must become accessible to all students entering courses in

which reading, writingoand/or computing skills are required if community

collegevare to become,trUly serious about meeting t,he needs of high

risk students. A review of literature and a survey of Oregon community

college educators 'suggest thatemost community colleges currently offer

entry-level assessment opportunities to their students but not in a way

that,is comprehensive or accessible to most students. Promising practices

'were identified in Oregon and elsewhere that tend to indicate methods and.

instruments that can be employed to improve upon the current state of the

art. In fact, it is the position of this writer that it is now possible to

design and implement a comprehensive entry-level assessment system that

will reach the students who need it at a cost that colleges can afford to

pay. A variety',of conditions will determine whether such systems become

commonplace on community college campuses during the 1980s. It is hoped

that this paper may serve as a minor factor faciltating that end.
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ACADEMIC ADVISING: THE OREGON SITUATION, 1980

Introduction

This report is the result of a written and telephone survey of the

thirteen Oregon community colleges. It is the intent of this writer to

show how the Oregon community colleges compare in the organization of

their academic advising systems, the breakdown of services which they

provide to students, the training and recognition which they provide their

advisors, and the'types of materials routinely provided to their advisors.

As will be explained later, this report is not intended to redommend one

academic advising system over another; instead, the combined strengths

, and weaknesses of all systems, as identified,by respondents, will be

shared and disicussed in terms of their relationship to the findings of

some of the more recent studies on academic advising nationwide. No

attempt will be made herein to either explain or debate the merits of the

wide variety of academic advising innovations that exist nationwide today

(e.g., peer advising, computerassisted advising, self advising, etc.)

in that such a review would merit a lengthy and distinctly different type

of treatment. It is hoped that this report will serve as encouragement

to aiL of,those concerned educator's at each of the thirteen community

.collegs in Oregon who are dedicated to the improvement.of academic

adVising Services, because they are convinced that quality advising

cantriblAtes greatly to the retention, as well as the overall success, of
\

most community college students today.

ACADEMIC ADVISING ORGANIZATION

TYpes ofaystems

As noted'in.the chart on pagel6 nearly seventy percent of the uregon

community colleges employ an advising system which relies primarily upon
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facultyl with Counselors assigned to advise those student6 who are undecided-

about their career and/or academic goal. In a published study completed

bY the American College Testing Program (1979) it was found that of 820

two-year and four-year,post secondary institutions surveyed, seventy-five

percent indicated that faculty advisors were their primary deliverers of

, academic advising services. Thus, we see that Oregon is in line with

the national trend toward decentralized academic athising services.

Although one of the three Oregon community colleges using a centralized,

counselor-only advising system indicated that a switch toward foiculty and

counselor advising was being explored, Teague (1977) in a study of eight

community colleges in Maryland found that the advising systems rated the

highest by some 719 students were those systems in which academic advisinp

services were provided by counselors only or faculty only. A uniform

feature of all academic adviaing systems in the Oregon community colleges

seems to be the provision for drop-in advising services. While all of

the th:irteen community colleges offer these seryices out of their student

services areas, Mt. Hood Community College provides an advising center

staffed by paraprofessionals trained specifically in advising. With

nearly seventy percent of the community colleges making formal advisor/

advifsee assignments, Oregon is ahead of the national average of fifty-

two perdent for community colleges (ACT\1979). On the other hand, seventy

percent of the community collezes surveyed nationally had an average of

advisor/advisee contacts of between two and four times per year, while in

Oregon only sixty-one percent indicated that many contacts.

Coordination of Systemsrn

Only one Oregon community college has placed the coordinating responsibili-

ties for academic advising under the Dean of Instruction. That represents



less than one percent, which is substantially less than the sixteen percent

identified by the ACT survey. Six of the Oregon community colleges,'

however, have an established academic advisi'c steering committee of some

sort, which attempts to involve instructional division staff in the

'coordination and evaluation of academic advising services.

TRAINING AND RECOGNITION FOR ACADEMIC ADVISORS

Advisor Training

Although all thirteen Oregon community colleges indicated that they provide

training for their advisors, over fifty-eight percent of those responding

admitted that this amounted to no more than the annual advisor orientation

meeting at the start of each academic year. While all of the Oregon

community colleges admit they are seriously concerned about the quality

and frequency of academic advisor training, it should be pointed out that

both Blue Mountain Community College and Southwestern Oregon Community

College have recently made substantial gains in this area.

Advisor Recognition

Most respondents to the Oregon survey were generally,unhappy about the

amount of formal recognition given to the importance of the advising

process in general and to academic advisors in particular; however, over

fifty-three percent indicated that their current professional nntracts

recognized advising as a bons fide professional responsibility. This

figure puts Oregon above the forty-five percent inclusicn rate, as presented

in a recent study of 171 community college professional contracts (Teague

and Grites, 1980). Of further note is the fact that nearly fifty percent

of the Oregon community colleges include the performance of advising

duties as a part of their formal evaluation criteria. The Oregon



situation does begin to look poor, however, when considering that 1) none

of the Oregon community colleges provide,extra compensation for academic

adyisors, 2) none of the Oregon community colleges provide any sPecial

recognition for good advisors, and only one (Southwestern Oregon

Community College) provides,a reduced work load for those teaching staff

who serve as academic advisors. By comparison, the ACT study fotind that

seven percent of the community colleges surveyed Provided salary increments

for time spent in advising; ten percent provided release time from instruction

or other faculty responsibilities, and none of the community colleges

surveyed provided awards for excellence in advising. When asked wh ther

their academic advising system was evaluatedformally, four of the

respondents (or 30%) said "yes"; however, only two (or 15%) said the?: sought

evaluative input from student advisees. Of those community colleges\surveyed

by ACT, a full seventy-four percent were found to use advisee evaluatl.ons

in their systematic reviews of their academic advising programs.

ACADEMIC ADVISING SERVICES

Judging by the chart on page 18, it is obvious that there is great Uniformity

among the Oregon community colleges in the provision of.several basic

academic advising services. These would include placement test inter-

pretation, course selection and registration for new students, course,

selection and registration for continuing students, and referral to develop-

mental education and student services. This uniformity begins'to break

down, however, in some areas that have become especially important with

the recent push in higher education to, provide for the retention and

ultimate success of "high risk students". For example, in only thirty

percent of the Oregon community colleges do advisors provide a formal

warning to their advisees who are in danger of failing a course. FUrther

more, only twenty-three percent require that a student meet with his/her



advisor prior to completely withdrawing from school. .This figure is

considerably lower than the thirty-nine percent found by ACT.to require

such a meeting. On the positive side it ehould'be noted that fifty-

three percent of the Oregon community colleges require an advisor's

signature in order to amend the student's course load. Of greater sig-

nificance are those seven colleges (50) which involve academic advisors

in the process of career' exploration and planning. Finally, it should

be pointed out that under the category of "other services" Blue Mountain'

Community College and Clateop Community College stated that they closely

monitor the progress of those students who are on academic, probation and
%

Idnn-Benton Community College reports that they use placement test

results to identify "high risk" students. Later, after these students

have been assigned to an advisor, the advieor receives notification of

the student's high risk designation, along with some suggestions for

monitoring the student's progress and intervening When that would seem

appropriate.

MATERIALS ROUTINEIX PROVIDED TO ADVISORS

Most, if not all, of the advisors in Oregon's community colleges are

provided with some basic materials, including placement test results

for their advisees (92%), referral resource'information (100%), degree

requii.einents (100%), transfer. information (100%), advisor training infor-

mation (92%). On the other hand; only thirty percent of the Oregon

community colleges routinely provide their academic advisors with copies

of tileir advisee high school transcripts and transcripts from other

colleges or universities. Furthermore, only forty-six percent provide

advisors with a llst of students who areAn danger of failing, and less

59



than one percent provide a list of those students designated as,"high risk".

Even'though only seventy-six percent of the Oregon community colleges provide

their advisors with an up-to-date advisors manual, it is expected that

all schools will provide such a manual by the end of the next academic year.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF ADVISING SYSTEMS

The followidg is a summary of the major strengths Rnd weaknesses of academic

advising systems at the Oregon community colleges. It should be noted

that these lists contain orly those items which were repeatedly identified

by survey respondents as either assets to or detractors from the process

of providing sound academic advising to students on their campuses.

Although the explanation of each of these items is brief, further elabora-

tion and discussion is contained in the next and final part of this,paper.

&ported Strenztla

1. The use of faculty as academic advisors - = Several of those who

listed this as a strength of their system stated that they felt

faculty advisors provided the most accurate advice to their

assigned advisees because they are "experts" in their. field.

Several also mentioned that required advising duties for faculty

added an important dimensioL, to the responsibility that a

faculty memer has to his/her students.

2. Placement testing - - Most respondedtri singled out their place-

ment testing programs as an invaluable asset, in that they

provide) advisors with important information which makes an

early advisor/advisee contact a worthwhile experience and the

first step toward building of a helping relationship.

3. Ficulty contract recognition - - A few schOols listed this as,a

, strength because it provided impetus for instructional staff to



do advising, while adding an.accountability factor that has

impact on the quality of advising.

4. Open and friendly atmosphere - Several of the smaller Oregon

community colleges listed as a strength the friendly, open,

and informal atmosphere in which academic advising takes place.

Some,felt that this, more than anything, encourages advisor/

advisee contacts and therefore made it easier for advisors to

help those students "in need of attention."

Counseling Department coordination - - Most of the respondents

felt that the fact that academic advising on their campus was

coordinated by the counseling department or student services in

,general was an asset, in that it insured that services were

tailored to the needs of students and not necessarily for the

convenience,of staff. It was also suggested thit counseling

departments were probably the best source of accurate informe,ion

about college program and services.
;

6. Advising materials- -Some schools stated they were pleased that
vw

'their advisors were provided with-the most complete and up-to-

date advising materials available.

Buorted,Weaknesses

1. Lack of systematic and comprehensive training for advisors - -

'Every college contactedimade one or more comments related tn the

need for better training for their advisors. Most felt that

training needed to become more meaningful and that it needed to

be offered on a' regular basis. Several respondents suggested

that attendance at training sessions should be made mandatory

Co



for all advisors, although one felt it should be held out as a

meane of rewarding those staff members most committed to advising

(b; giving them paid leave to attend off-campus training sessions).'

2.. No recognition and reward for good advisors - - Once again, all

respondents commented on the need for built-in incentives in the

form of salary increases, release time, or some type of special

reward as a means of encouraging excellence in the performance

of academic advising duties.

3. Elimination of poor advisor's - - Most of those responding felt

that-they not only needed to become more selective in designating

staff for.advising dutyl-but'that they also needed to purge.their

advising system of thOse staff members who are indifferent and/or

incompetent.

Need to make advising a contractual obligation - - Several schools

identified as a weakness their lack of a contractual agreement

with faculty which identifies academic advising duties as an

integral part of their assignment: Some respondents stated

their echool was attemptinglfthrough contract negotiations, to

set a minimum of two required advispr/advisee contacts per,term. .

The intention of this proposal is to help insure that academic

advisots would schedule a muCh needed mid-term "check-up

interview" with each advisee.

5. Poor service to "high risk studentS' Althoup the reasons

for listing this'as a weakness of their advising systems were

varied, most respondents felt they needed to do more in this

area. Specific deficiencies included the following:



a. The need for mandatory and uniform placement testing.

b. The need for an "early warning"'system for students in

danger oT failing.'

c. The need for better monitoring procedures for "high risk"

students.

d. The need for special procedures, materials, strategies, etc.,

specifically deeigned to provide appropriate advising to "high

tisk" students.

e. The need for required exit.interviews for those students who

are withdrawing from school.

6. Poor or limited understanding of the purpose of academic advising -

Several respondents felt their advising system has no clear

purpose; that they lack an institutional policy or mission

statement for academic advising and no attempt is ever made to

,define "advising" or "advisors". Most felt advising is perceived

as little more than assisting students to "sign up" for'classes.

'One respondent suggested that "students" success needs to become

more a matter of institutional committdt than one of accident

or good fortune on the.part of the student .

7.- Lack of advising materials - - Under this category are those who
t.

felt the need for more complete and up-to-data advisee information

for'their advisors, as well pa those who felt that their advisor

handbook needed better organization and less redundancy.

Need for better coordination of the advising system - - This item

includes those who,:

a. Indicated a need for more involvement by-instructional

division administration in the cootdination of academic

advising services.
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b. Stated a need for release time for themselves in order to

better handle, their academic advising coordination duties.'

c.- Expressed a strong need to establish an academic adv: 'ing

steering committee so as to develop a broader perspective for:

the-coordination of the system.
4

9. Need for increased advisor/advisee contact - - Most but not all,

schools expressed concern about the limited number of required

contacts beween,advisors and advisees. Among the concerns

expressed were:

a. With so few contacts required, the dev(1.opment of any kind

of relationship between advisors and their student ladvisees

is left to chance.

.b. All the required contacts revolve around regl.stritiOn or pre-
,

registration, and thereby limit the perceived scope of advising

for both the advisor and the advisee.

c. The low level of,advisor/advisee contact.seems to give the

impression that academic advising duties are of a low priority.

d. The low level of required contact does nct encourage advisors

to monitor student progress nor to interyene when such action

ii indicated.

DISCUSSION

In reviewing the self reported weaknesses of community college academic

advising in Oregon, there appears to be one basic and extremely important

issue that must be addressed by each institution in order to have a positIve

impact upon any of these expressed areas of need. Quite simply, we must

ask ourselves: "What constitutes high quality academic advising?" In the

process of answering this question, we should arrive et a clear purpose of



advising for each college, while developing a list of advisor attitudes and

behaviors which are consistent with that purpose. Until we can answer this

question with a high degree of certainty and specificity: 1) our advisor'

training activities will continue to lack clarity and punch and be poorly

attended; 2) our advising systems will continue to harbor poor advisors;

3) we will oontinue to struggle with a means of identifying and rewarding

good advisors, and 4) our advisor/advisee contacts will continue at a low

level no matter how many we mandate, FUrthermore, we cannot begin to

assess the efficacy of our advising efforts until we have a fairly clear

idea of what it is we want to see take place in the academic advising

interview, as well as the manner in which we want that process to unfold.

Lest we become discouraged or cynical about this situation, a quick review

of the more recent literature on academic advising nationwide may help us

to put our position into proper perspective. The MT (1979) survey

found that less than fifty percent of the 820 respondents nationwide

indicated that they had a published statement rega l_ag their academic

advising programs. Thus, we have some indication that the majority of

post secondary institutions nationwide may have a rieed to deal with this

important issue concerning the definition and articulation of academic

advising. Due to ,the fact that this writer naively assumed that there

was in existence a fairly uniform definition of academic advising in the

Oregon community colleges, this type of question was omitted from the

recent survey. Therefore, it would be iwossible to make\a valid

comparison with the national trend.

There was an area on the Oregon survey, however, which helped to identify

at least two basic schools of thought concerning the role of academic

64
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advtsors: 1), that faculty advisors should be trained and encouraged only

to serve as more or less academic planners,and guides, and 2) that academic

advisors should be trained and encouraged to participate in the career and,

life planning processes of their student advisees. The.first school of

thought rekesents the more "traditional" approach to academic advising,

and the second represents what Walsh (1979) and others have come to call

"Developmental Advisement". This developmental approach, popularized by

'Mahim-t1972) 14 his Iist a 21.111A.1211122.12BLAIIIIIA2212._LIT-

for Academic Advising, essentially says that the effective advisor should

really play the varied roles of "counselor", "advocate", andl"guardian"

in an effort to'help the advisee to keep his/her academic lifa in-sync

with the process of developing life style and vocatiohal goals. While

this type of approach appears to be one which might :increase the avail-

ability of career and life planning services while helping to build a

positive advising relationship, Russell and Sullivan (1979) and Walsh (1979)
#

all Stress the importance of careful planning and monitoring in the Initia-

.tion and maintenance of this approach to academic advising.

, It is intlresting to note that in an-ERIC (ED 145-293) published study of

the changes,in academic advising-services at fifty junior colleges between

1967 and 1977, it was found that in 1977 there was more discussion on

academic planning and less on personal, social, or vocational/career

issues in academic advisinl sessions than there was in 1967. The ACT (1979)

study, as well as a study conducted by Biggs, Brodie, and Barnhart (1975),

both indicate that academic advisors spend most of their time in (and rate

highest in terms of priority) the process of assisting students with course
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selection and class scheduling. Both studies also indicated that time ppent

in assisting students in the exploratiorrof life'gbals is of .-x.ow priority

for advisors. If this trend toward the traditional and more limited

role of the academic advisor holds true for the State of Oregon, and there

is good reason to suspect that it does, then,thisi may be the right,time for

Oregon community colleges to begin considering the adoption of some type

of developmental approach to advisement.
011,

While the more traditional academic advising-apkoach tends to be characteri-
.

zed by a fairly businesslike information-giving session, the developmental
A

approach tends to result in the development of a caring and personal

relationship between advisor and advisee. According to a study of 879 two-

year and four-year colleges conduCted.by Beale and Nolel (1979) the most

important.factor influencing student retention in a positive manner was

"the caring attitude of faculty and staff." Furthermore, the negative factor

having the greatest influence on student attrition was identified as

"inadequate academic advising." This would seem to indicate that it/ would

be in the best interest of students for community college advisors to bring

a warm, caring attitude into the academic advising process. Movement in

this direction is even more imperative when one considers that two-year

public colleges tend to have student attrition rates which are highor than

a.4.other types of colleges (Beale and Noel, 1979). Of final evidence

for the importance of the interpersonal relationship in the academic

advising process is a study conducted by Hornbuckle, Mahoney, and Borgard

(1979) entitled "A Structural Aulysis of Student Perceptions of Facultz
in

}kdvising." Their study is summarized by them as follows: "It would appear

that student e4.i4ation of advisors is not based on any perception of

6
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technical competence or skill in dealing with academic or personal problems

of the student, but rather is based on the student's positive or negative

response to the advisor on social or interpersonal dimensions."

In his article outlining the developmental advising approach,Valsh (1979)

lists the following guidelines for thereetablishment of a developMental

advisor program:

1. There must be formal institutional commitment to developmental

advising as a goal.

2. There must be recognition that not all persons are capable of

developmental advising.

3. Developmental advisor training must be a formal and regular

element of the program.

4. Accountability for developmental advising must be built into

the administrative structure.

5. There should be someimeans for rewarding excellent academic

advising.

6. 'There. should be an evaluation component built into the advising

program.

It is interesting to note the similarity between this list and the list of

academic system weaknesses resulting from the Oregon survey.

In concluskion, the situation with regard to academic advising in the Oregon

community collegea in 1980 appears to be one of strength. Our advising

systems tend to be well organized, with most elements and services at or

above current national trends. Although there are many features of our

individual systems that we are unhappy about, we have those features

6"
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c1ear1ylidentif1ed. Most importantly, perhaps, is the fact that there are

professionals at each college who.are sincprely committed to _the task of

making academic advising..!ork. In a 1979 ERIC Higher Education Research

Report (ED 178-023) entitled "Academic Advising: Getting Js Through the

80s", three basic conclusions are drawn on the basis of a/review of current

literature on academic advising. These'are as follows:

16 Aclademic adVising cannot be done in isolation it is an integral

part of the process.

2. There is no single formula for a system whiCh, in itself, will

insure a successf4 academic advising program on every campus.

Academic advising will play an even more prominent role in the

future of higher/education.
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CAREM DEVELOPMENT IN CCMMUN7Y COLLEGES

Career 'guidance activities to eilhancelindividirls' career development in

the community college setting should be seen within the context of the

total career education commitment'of 'rthe indivial institution and its

service area, and of community colleges in general. Consequently, it

is appropriate to define these threeiterms, using\the phraseology of a recent

report of the American Personnel and Guidance Association (Burnett, 1980):

Career Education - An effort aimed at refocusing American education
and the actions of the broader community in ways that will help
individuals acquire and utiliie the knowledgel'skills, and attitudes
necessary for each to make work'a meaningfUl, productive, and

satisfying part of hip or her way of living... Underlying the entire

definition is the crucial importance attached to the meaning of the
word "vork" in career education. "Work" is defined as "conscious
effortlother than activities whose Trimary purpose is either coping
or relaxation, aimed at producing benefits for oneself and/or for

oneself and others." Work means paid and unpaid, work. (Hoyt, 1977) .

Career Guidance - A systematic progrfm involvingtcounselors,
teachers and others working in career education which is designed to
increase the individual's knowledge of self, occupations, training
paths, lile styles, labor market trends, employability skills and
the deAsion-making process and which helps the individual gain
self-direction through purposefully and consciously integrating
work, family, leisure and community roles. (Hansen, 1977)

arterayntam.lent - The total constellation of piychological,
sociological, educational, physical, economic and'cultural factors
'that combine to shape the career of any given'individual; those
aspects of an individual's experience that are of relevance to
personal choice, entry, and progress in educational, vocational,
and avocational pursuits,,) the process by which one develops and
refines such characteristics as self and career identity, planfulness
and career maturity. (Herr and Cramer, 1979)

The purpose of this report is to examine the status of programs to

facilitate the career development of students in community colleges, at



thy national level and in Oregon: A traditional model of career development

suggests that each individual goes through the phases of self awareness and

assessment, career awareness and exploration, decisionmaking, planning,

preparation and placement. Most textbooks and guides indicate that the
.

awareness and exploration periods occur while the person is in elementary

and junior high schools, and (ideally) decision making/planning/preparation/

placement steps take place during high school and young adulthood.

Experience with Community college students demonstrates to the student

services practitioner that many adults.are still -- for all practical

purposes -- at the awareness and assessment phase. Such students may be

"high risk" or "nontraditional" -- although such labels encompass a

majOrity of our students now -- or they may be adults who have experienced

some level of success in their lives and employment, but.are now reacky..

for another change in their patt3rn of growth and development. (Thus

the "career path" is really circular.)

The task facing the community college counselor is to provide the full

range of career development services that current and potential students

need, with limitations on personnel, budget, and time. The,equalizing

factor must be in an abundance of Was end creative approaches. Such

innavations can be gained from one's own inner resources, and from becoming

cognizant of practices being planned or implemented by colleagues. The

"traditional" literature is not.much hellh Most of the textbooks and

resource books are aimed at secondary students, or are for the liberal

arts, fouryear colleges. While there are definitely many commonalities

of student needs and approaches among students of different types of

institutions and these can be adapted, there are also special concerns of

0

the community college student that do not seem to be adequately addressed

in the literature.



THE OM

Abundant evidence exists of the rapid changes in our culture and of the

necessity for the working populejon to be .,untinually better prepared

for employment. Michelozzi (1980) lists 10 examples of the fast-paced tempo.

of modern life, among them:

1. Production - The gross national product of goods and services
in the 21 advanced nations of the world is doubling every
decade-and-a-half.

2. Scientists - Between 85% and 95% of all scientists who ever
lived were alive in 1970.

3. Innovation - The innovative cycle between a new idea and its
application has shortened from as much as a millenium to a
few years.

4. Moving - Approximately 36 million people move from one place
to another each year in the United States.

0

5. Books - In four and a half centuries the publication of new
books has increased from 1,000 a year to 1,000 a day.

Scientific Literature - The number of journals and articles
appears to be doubling every 15 years, with current output of'
some 20 million pages per year.

More specifically, studies of the needs of incoming college students

accentuate these concerns. Walters and Saddlemire (1979) found that freshmen

:lave these priorities:

1. Information on occupations my chosen major will prepare me for.

2. Knowledge of places and people on campus that can help in my
career planning.

3. More direct experiences such az part-time work or job visits.

4. Better understanding of myself to choose an occupation that
closel7 fits my values, goals, and life-style preferences.

,

5. Knowledge of job market.

6. Help to plan.college cou..oses that will give more flexibility
in choosing among different occupations.
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7. Evaluation of interests and abilities by vocational testing.

Information on technical vocations, including apprenticeships,'

technical schoo,Ls, etc.

The authors of the above study found that "undecided'students rated 6 of

the 8 needs significantly higher than those with clear goals. The authors-

also found great misperceptions among the students on statements relating

to the primary value CT-career planning and -the'number- of-times that the

average persnn changes jobs in a lifetime.

Perrone and others (1977) report on the counseling needs of adult students in

three vocational-technical schools. They are (in order of priority):

1. Difficulty giving oral reports in class

2. Needing more information about jobs and occupations

3. Needing to know more about my vocational abilities

4. Concern about, how well I do on exams

5. Not having eriough-iiiiiie-y-0-15iiiTaf-Tnreaiiaaii5n

6. Being required to take courses I don't like

An investigation by Lance, Laurie and Mayo (1979) int.() the needs of reentry

university student's elicited requests for services that will be familiar

to community co11ege'counaelors. Women-expl'essed s.O.ongest preferences--

for:
A

1. Day care center

2. Separate lounge

3. Peer counselors

4. Appropriate orientation

5. Designated reentry admissions counseior

6, Reentry columns in campus paper

Men were particularly concerned with having speed reading classes and

improving notetaking/study skills. There were no sex differences in

8 5



desire for a specialized credit course for reentering students, paper

witing skills, individual counseling, career exploration, educational

vocational information, and workshops on career development and communica

tion skills.

An article in a recent APGA Guidepost (tarch, 1980) quotes a study that decries

the "tootlittle--too late_career_counseling that is providedforcollege

students. This often leads to students becoming
b

prepared in fields in

which there are limiter' employment opportunities. Who is to blame?

Placement directors say.

1. Lack of specific information provided to students on how to
choose a career.and on the current job market.

2. Insufficient career education in elementary, junior high, and
senior high schools.

Failure of all faculty to honestly assess and-communicate the
employment potential in fields related to their disciplines.

The authors 'acknowledge the obvious: some students aren't,"receiving"

the message that is being transmitted, br choose to believe it will not

affqct them.

THE STATE OF THE ART

This section will mix some theoretical propositions with specific examples

of services and activities that are currently being practiced throughout

the nation.

As far as this author is concerned, career development involves a continuum

of activities for each individual, gym the awareness of his/her world that

an infant demonstrates1, to the changing lifestyle of the aging. Similarly,

career guidance activities should be offered in related increments, with

a smooth transition for the client from secondary school to college

and/or human service/employment agencies. Besides this vertical

8 6



articulation, another goal is horizontal articulation/cooperation/

coordination amolg all faculty and staff withip the community college.

One convenient design to demonstrate this multi-dimensional approach

. is shown in Figure I.

Self Awareness
and
Assessment

Career Awareness
and
Exploration

Career
Decision Making

Career Planning
and
Placement

Figure I

0

CAREER EDUCATION--AN INTEGRATED APPROACH

Career Developthent Career Preparation

Academic
Education

Vocational
Education

Technical
Education

Al4sefUl source that is recommended to the.reader is a supplemental

sectr-to the February 7, 198000M-1k Guidepog entitled "The Compre.hensive

Involvement of the School Couns'ilor in Career Education." (Burnett) Although some

%

of the language is addressed to counselors in grades K-12, and the level

of educationese jargon is a bit high, there are nevertheless several

good points for community college counselors to ponder. As with colleagues

in other settings, the work of college counselors at times appears to be

63y0'



fragmented and responsive to the crisis of the moment, rather than being

a carefUlly conadered program that is consistent with goals and a system.

In the above article, Burtnett and Collison explicate a process model

with the three dimensions of planning and design, implementation, and

evaluation. Each dimension is divided into the five components of. counselor

knowledge/expertise, leadershipl_management, direct services, and indirect

services. While the present paper is primarily dealing with direct

services, one Must bear in mind that these services will not reach optimum
0

effectiveness if the other elements are not in place. The text of the

,above-mentioned article is summarized in Table II.



TABLE II

COOSELOR KNOWLEDGE/
EXPEATISE COMPONENT

LEADERSHIP COMPONENT MANAGEMENT COMPONENT DIRECT SERVICES
COMPONENT

INDIRECT SERVICES
COMPONENT

Understand program manage-
ment concepts

Understand concepts of career
--Education, gufdance and

Involve educational staff
and community resource
persons implanning_anc,ilApp_l_y_e_rograni_management_____tate-carear-deval-opmtant---sehool
designing activities

Assess student career
development needs

concepts .

Plan and design activities
and services to fecilf-

needs of students

Participate in the design
of school and non-

activities
which extend tke goals

career development Institute communication Assess the effectiveness and objectives of the
PLANNING/ Understand staff development. .networks among appropri-- of the existing career caeeer guidance program

DESIGN and in-service education ate populations.. guidance program
techniques and procedures

Understand community and
labor composition and
trends

Understand Concepts of colla-
boration in the delivery of
educational programs

Estab4ish program goals
and objectives

Design specific career
guidance services and
activiees

Coordinate career guidance
program with career
education and total
educational thrust at
the institute

Prepare budgets
Develop calendars and time

lines depicting sequence
of program activities

Understand career develop-
ment theories

Coordinate school and
community resources

Manage the career guidance
program

Counsel individuals and
small groups

Consult with teachers,
parents and adminis-

MPLEMEN-
ATION
----------

Understand counseling
theory and techniques

-Under4Aanckleollrion-maMng-

Develop program support
from adMinistration,
board- -o-f-edurattar;--

Conduct staff develop-
ment sessions

Conduct student assess-
ment (ability

Interest,

trators regarding
students

donduct information
theory

Understand group dynamics
instructional staff,
community and students

personality, etc.)
Disseminate occupational

programs for parents
and community

Understand needs of specific Develop and implement a and educational representatives
groups within institu- public relations information Provide direct input and
tions ane the community
(women, handicapped, ethnic

system
Provide input to curri-

Conduct Larear Awareness,
explorations and

technical assistance to
persons implementing

renorities, etc.)
Understand the role and

function of information
in education and
counseling

culum revision experience programs
Operate student service
activities (e.g., career
center, job placement,
etc.)

career education
activities

Conduct staff develop-
ment training

Understand curriculum design
and content

Understand measurement and
appraisal techniques

.....01111111101.01111.1........"



COUNSELOR KNOWLEDGE/ LEADERSHIP COMPONENT
EXPERTISE COMPONENT

S.

MANAGEMENT COMPONENT DIRECT SERVICES
COMPONENT

INDIRECT SERVICES/
COMPONENT

.

EVALUATION
..

,

-

Understand essential, in-
tegral and continuouS ,

nature of evaluation
Onderstand range and

variety of data collection
and assessment methodolo-
gies

Understand program standards.
and. guidelines from
goverhment agencies and
accrediting and pro-
fessional associations

Recognize exemplary career
guidance practices,
methods and techniques

,

Demonstrate exemplary
caree) guidance
progrim aspects

.

.

Conduct comprehensive
evaluation of the career
guidance program

Monitor activities
conducted by self,and
others

Utilize broad-based input
to the evaluation

system (students, teachers,
parents, etc.)

Prepare and disseminate

interpretive communica-
tions evaluation results

Communicate findings to
career guidance program
decision makers

Improve and modify the
career guidance program
process

Identify exemplary practices,
methogs and techniques

Conduct evaluation of the
effectiveness of staff
develo. ent trainin.

Evaluate the effectiveness
and value of specific
career guidance activities
and services

.

Disseminate findings from
career guidance and '

career education
programs to appropriate
populations

,

.

o
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Program Goals and Systegatiglepracha

Herr (1980) was one of several guidance leaders osked to write in the APGA

Guidepost, about,ways in which the counseling profession had matured

during the 1970s. After stipulating that.he felt most of thdse'"break-

throughs" had their origins in events tAlat had occurred decadesearlier,
-

he then listed thebe (among others) ab major influences:

t.
- use of systematic plamming.in guidance and cgunseling which
will reduce tendencies toward aver.promisetotresultE4 sharpen
clarity of purpose; and impro#S,Ihe,abiliky of.practitioners
to coMmUnicate

.

.!

IS

- use of develOpmental theory career development) to serve
OS conceptual mortar.by which to identify and shape theointei.vention
strategies represented by guidance and'counseling.

- stimulus to empiricism found in behavioral approaches to guidance
and counseling which has given rise to a Vowing research base;
concern for the comparatave effects of different approaches to
g4dance,and counseling; and grester precision.in defining the
behaiforil outcomes we seek.

- emergence of career education as a nationa.., xiority.which has re- _I
seserted-the- importance at career gUidEaMe7farlieffoltirthilairgh6i1V-.
the life span; called to task interchangeable use of such
terms as career, vocational, occupational which have different
peanings for practice; and made the facilitation of decision-
making a-pivotal goal of career guidance.

.0

- continuing crises of youth unemployment, substance.abusel Lamily
discord, an0 related phenomena which have re-emphasized the
importance-a designing and delivering services tailored to
"special needs" populations, whether such status is defined by .

problems of attaining equity or problems of mastering transition
points.

110 same Hereand his cohort Cramer (109) have written a very useful book

on systematic approaches to career guidance. Briefly, they'suggest that

a propriate planning calls'for (pp. 103-138): .

1

Stage 1 - Developing a program rationale-and philosophy

Stage 2 - 6tating program goals and behavioral objectives

Stage 3 Selecting alternative program processes:

1
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age level. Then learning activitiee

- 10 -

Stage 4 - DevAloping an evaluation design

Stage 5 - Milestones

Most guidance or career guidance programs seem to lack such a systematic

approach, although the professional literature contains evidence that,some

people and institutions are developing and implementing well-articulated

plans in career guidance. The State of Hawaii, for instance,' built on the

work of some bther states and regions to create a Career Development

Continuum for Hawail.'s schools, grades K-14 (Iwanaka, 19791).

In the Hawaii prograrh, resource books are available for grades K-3, 4-6,

7-9, 10-12, and 13-14. Each book has the same section of philosophy and

goals, with objectives and sub-objectives being attuned to the particular

a

for each objective and for all content

disciplines are arranged in four sections, that relate to the four major

goals of career development, which are to help the individual:
Ny

.1. Achieve self-realization through the development of communication
skills, clarification of personal vO.ues, and development of
skills in decision making and goal tsetting.

2. Establish and maintain healthy social relationships.

3. Maintain economic efficiency as a producer and consumer of goods
. and aervicese

4.. tlfil1 ci'vic responsibilities.

Subgoals 146 learner objectives were developed for each of the major

goals at three functional levels: awareness, accommodation, and action.

In another approach Lee (1975) reports on a survey of community college

counseling director and career guidance experts who evaluated statement;'

about objectives, services, etc., that should be included in a model

career-guidance program. Among faCtors with high combined desirability.

ratings were:

,.



1. Enhancing students' decision-making'skills.

2. Helping students make realistic.career choices.

3. Counseling studentsindividually.

4. Having qualified personnel interpret test scores.

5. Helping students to find part-time work during school years.

6. Maintaining liaison with local high schools.

7. Regularly evaluatint, the effectiveness of career muidance programs.

Career Centers

Most career guidance services attempt to have a central location to which

students can come for counseling, occupational-educational information,

job placement, seminars and workshops and (possibly) cooperate education/

work experience, financial aid, testing, and other related functions.

The type and scope of the facility tem' to reflect the extent of forethought

and planning that;have characterized the career guidance program. In

larger campuses, this facility will often be a separate entity called

career center, career development center, life/work planning office, etc.

On smaller campuses, the facility may just be a separate section of the

counseling center. (Needless to say, the existence of such a central

location does not negate the need for printed and other resources in the

library and other areas.)

Jones (1977) made some recommendations for developing carAer guidance centers

which would enable clients to explore, prepare for, select, and progress

in an occupation. She emphasizes these important steps:

1. Having career guidance progrwl objectives.

2. .Taking preliminary steps in establishing a center on campus.

95
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3. Plinirig the physical facilities.

4. Ymproving staff, student, and community attitudes toward the
program through the dissemination of written objectives to the
staff, involvement of the center in other college and communi4-7
activities, and use of newsletters to update career information.

Determining the minimum services required for an effective
program.

6. Adding supportiveservices, including placement, work experience,
finrncial aid, and outreach programs.

7. Continue cooperative planning with secondary schools.

8. Obtain cooperation with the employment services.

9. Determine center requirements with respect to staffing, equipment,
furnishings, supplies, materials for an occupational library,
and test materials.

It is often helpful to select an advisory committee with Ivresentation

from students, faculty, staff and community.

Jacobson (1975) and many others compiled a report on career centers in the state

of California. The whole report is practical and "meaty" although some of

the comments were gauged more toward secondary schools than colleges.

Nevertheless, some cf the recommendations are quite Pertinent. It was

recommended (pp. 110-115);

- that efforts be made to provide parent (older) volunteers, student
volunteers, or paid paraprofessional and clerical help to enable
the career counselor to spend more time counseling students.

- that career-related placement (i.e., placement in an area of a
student's current interest, short- or long-range plans) be given
primary emphasis'and that all placemeat be accwpanied by supervision,
related.instruction, and follow-up counseling by a qualified
professional.

- that the staff of a Career Center should place mory emphasis on
programs and activities that will motivate students use the
Center's resources and less on the acquisition of tAiditional
resources.

9t;
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- that Career Center staff, eipecially in new centers, do not assume
that "whatever is,,is right" and copy materials and equipment
inventories from other established centers. Proceed slowly and,

if possible, base purchases on student needs and on the planned
program for the center.

- that Career Cener staffs not be tempted to-measure their progress
only by student's ability to list abilitiea, inte..ests, and
related occupations.

- that Career Centers structure programs that will bring students
into the centers - not just once or twice, but frequently.

- that Career Center staffs complete a staff work sheet which
assists in clarifying the allocation of staff time, the identifi-
cation of programs offered, the utilization of equipment and
materials, ang the allocation of monies for the garser Center.

Public Relations

Student services personnel.often do not seem to "toot their horn" as

loudly and effectively as possible, for whatever reason&-- modesty,

ineptness, lack of time, etc. An excellent article by Dwight0.979) discusses

a "Public relations design for college career counseling services."

Dwight is a community college coordinator of career planning and turned

to the tenets of effective corporate and institutional public relations

for ideas. The formula found therein is summarized in the atronym RACE.

1. Research: define the problem and the publics, which necessitate
data gathering and analysis. Through this process, several'
sub-publics, with common and disparate characteristics, were
identified.

2. Action: develop a career program with six dbmponents -- Career
Information Center, credit courses in career decision making
and lifa/career planning for previously identified publics,
informal career: exploration groups at convenient times,
computerized information system with localized data, career

. forums, and a counseling faculty speakers' bureau.

3. Communication: begin with institution's internal organization
and then its publics. Theme of internal communication was role
that career counseling plays in attracting and retaining students.
Specific communications included aseessment of student career
needs, personal contadts to discuss clientele's specialized

needs, career newsletters, aad faculty asked to contribute and
critique literature and take part in listing'of resource

personnel. Referrals and other attention followed.



4. Evaluation of results: frequently overlooked; used a four-
question survey to determine students' awareness of services, etc.

The article contains more detail, and the kind of encouraging increase in

student awareness and utilization of services that the present author

.experienced while Coordinator of a Career Development Center in a community

college. S.

Another report that pertained to public contact was Marrer's paper (1976) on

career planning/placement for Firelands Campus. Helping students develop

realistic career goals on that campus is a shared 3sponsibility of

faculty, administrators, and student services personnel. Thus, all offices

are involved, and innovative programs are initiated that extend beyond

, the campus to include businesses and industries in a three-county area.

Students develop realistic decision-making skills by participating in

recruitment at county fairs and festivals, serving on vital campus

committees, and being voting members of a campus-wide planning council.

Administrators visit area industries and businesses to explain academic

programs; faculty members visit high schools as part of a team; more taan

90 business and industry leaders serve on advisory committees; and faculty

are involved in placement resources.

counselinic

Ihe heart of oarcer guidance is the practitioner, whether it be counselor,

faculty advisor, or someone else.

Many professional counselors received minimal exposure 0 theories of

vocational choice, career decision making, and other related topics in

their graduate preparation. Even now, one course in educational-

occupational information services is often the only required course that

is related to career development.

98



Inasmuch as a counselor is serving a total human being with needs,

aspirations, indecision, etc. other (personal-social) counseling'courses

have relevance. Nevertheless, the lack of priority given to thisrea

over the years by counselor education programs Mb produced a large body

of counselors who are incomplete in their skills and/or uncomfortable in

the implementation of career.guidance activities.

This has been true of professional associations which have not focused

on career guidance or communLty colleges to the extent that is deserved.

An encouraging change in this pattern is seen in the list of programs at

the 1980 convention pf the American College Personnel Association. At

least 40 programs or topics related to career development, life/work

planning, etc., were presented.

What do college students look for in a counselor?

Some answers to this question are implicit in other section's of this paper

in which the needs and perceptions of students were discussed. Studies

show that community college students have predetermined views of psychiatrists,

psychologists, and counselors, and prefer to go to different professionals,

depending on the articulated need of the student. They tend to shy away

from psychiatrists (cost? stigma?;, visit psychologists for personal

problems, and counselors for educational and vocational concerns. The

distinctions may be diminished after the client feelee comfortable with the

helping professional.

A look at count_3.21. ing gene2ally brings a look at the counselor: what are

the valdes, goals, needs, skills, etc., of this individual, and how are

9 9
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they influencing the client? Severinsen (l979),points out that the Protestant

ethic has permeatedinany of the assumptions and behaviors of educators,

in word and deed. He states that th'e Protestant ethic is a system of

interrelated attitudes and moral judgments about tiork ag0 economic

behavior, as well as other aspects of life. Many workers are finding new

meaning through other complementary roles provided bj family, leisure; and

civic life. He finds that counselors tend to reject the Protestant ethic,

females more than males; high school vocational teachers endorse this

point of viefr more than academic teachers.

In general (according to Severinsen's references), research suggests that

students who exhibit a preference for occupations dealing with concrete

things, physical products, and physical activity tend to endorse the

Protestant ethic more than students with artistic, theoretical, and abstract

interests. So the possibility exists for dissonance between the counselor

and client.

, Still observing the counselor, Nolan and Paradise's comments (1979) in their
1

overview of community college counseling seems pertinent. They point out .

that counseling and student development programs should be complementary,

not ancillary, to the educations' process. The new student requires special

counseling as his/her motivation, study skills, ability to budget time and

resources, expectations of oneself and the educational system are often

inconsistent with the requirements for success in the college setting.

The counseling staff must be receptive to this group, responsive to its

needs, and creative in designing prograei to satisfy those needs. The

model student personnel worker should continue to exhibit empathy,

100
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genuineness, and respect. But these are no longer sufficient: also

reilired are qualities of creati'vity, innovation, development, implementa-

tion, evaluation and follow-up.

eh
4

Nolan and Paradise emphasize that community college students hold much

more conservative aad authoritarian attitudes than their counterparts at
C.

four-year schools. They are often under prepared academically and in

other ways are "non-traditional." Thus, many of the familiar standardized

testing instruments are not entirely applicable. (These authors believe

that appropriate instruments are: ,College Guidance and Placement, Career

Planning Program, Differential Aptitude Test, and the Career Ability

Placement Service Inventory.) Therefore, counselors mUst be committed to

the non -traditional, after having been educated in traditional ways.

These aUthors.discuss student needs, and then conclade (p. 462):

Once the needs are determined, programs can be designed
to meet these needs. Such programs are as numerous and
varied as the students requesting them and7many include
the typical areas of transferring, study skills, tesi..
anxiety, using the library, mid-life career change, assertion
training, decision-making skills, women's reentry program,
Human Potential Seminars,..and the list goes an. The

possi4ilities are limited on1y by the creativity of the
counselor.and, of Course., the resources available. .PBanion
lists 10 major reasons'why many student persannel programs

are ineffectiVe. Several are (a) the facilities are inadequate;
(b) the president does not support the program; (c) the
dean of students is an ex-military man; (d) counselors have

toct.mamkclerieal duties; and (e) the universities are
not preparing student personnel workers properly. The

excuses for inactivity are plentiful and readily available;

however, O'Hanion (1971) has come to the conclusion that
"the ineffective programs are closely related td the lack
of personal,and professional identity of student personnel
workers themeelvear (p. 77)4

Once programs have been researched, developed, aad implemented
the next logical step is to conduct follow-up and evaluation

procedures.to assure that what has been done was needed and

was effective. Regardless of the findings, valuable infor-
mation for future program design is to be gained.

10.1



Referring to the counseling procesg, Healy (Sept" 1974) presents an eValuation

of a replicable group counseling prqcedure. He believes that a counseling,

procedure is replicable to the ext" that it specifies the idea clienta,

are to learn and the,atmosphere '6) be used for facilitating their

learning. The procedure of careeii dounseling_guides clients to:

1. Identify their career goais and assets.

2. Examine alternatives in terms of those attributes.

3. Select an appropriate one.;

4. Plan to obtain training an0 entry.

5. Begin execution of their plan.

.6. Evaluate their initial pr4ress.

Several authors, using different terpinology, seemed to be'grappling

with the issue of whether the emphaRis should be on decisionoriented

placement counseling or developmental vodational counseling, or some

combination.

Rosenberg (1977) from his uxperiences as a career counselor, describes the

games that the voCationally undecided play. Those familiar with TA.

and "Games People Play" ,will recognize some similarities in:

1. "Look how haid I've tried"

2. "If I on11 knew"
4

3. "Where the jobs are"

4. "Time crunch"

5. "Career hideandseek" or "Test and tell"

6. "Yes, but"
4

7. "Leap then look"

8. "Magic Occupation"

9 "Trapped"
1 02
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In a report to the Illinois Community College Board on counseling .

evaluation guidelines, counseling was supported'as a full partner
0 4

with instruction in the educational development of students, and the

following professional activities were accepted as part of a comprehensive

counseling program:

1. Individual and goal counseling related to educational and
career goals of the student.

2. Academic aAvising.

3. Human development instruction (curricular and/or co-curricular).

0
4. Consultation and collaborAtion with students and faculty. .

5. Interest, ability, and.needs assessment.

6. Appropriate referrals.

Additionally, the ICCH emphasizes that counseling must be evaluated, and

provides guidelines for the evaluation of csreer planning and placement,

of counseling, of academic advisement, and of student assessment and

academic placement.

Finally, in Healy's book (1974) On ,career counseling in the community colleges,

ht suggests four similar characteristics of the 13 counseling ptocedures

that were descrit, and which have application to a;1 counselors who are
0 9

attempting toimprove their performance. He states (pp. 66-67) that:

1. First and most important, their replicability indicates that
'each procedure is a set of defined components with specific

goals.

2. Several of the response repertoires can be employed with all
procedures.

Each procedure assumes that deliberation about problems is
helpful; each helps the client to deliberate about who he is

and what he wantsi.oto become.

4. Each procedure also requialts the client to accept responsibilltv

for implementing the plans che makes in counseling.

10,3
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tHealy, in discubsing assessment of vocational development, has the
k

following summary table (p. 76):

Information Tactors

4

Planning-factors

Execution factors

Courses aad Workshops

Career Counseling Criteria

contacts with informaion sources
knowledge about information source&
attitudes about obtaining information
extent of career information
accuracy of self-knowledge
self-acceptance
knOwledge.about career blanning
extent of planning
completeness of!plans

acceptance of responsibility for
choicelihd planning

realismcof plans
ability to solve career problems'
attitude about career
skills developed

satisfaction 4th occupation .

satisfactoriness of occupational
performance

V.

Practically every campus has some type of structured group
3

process format,

uivally for college credit, to facilitate life/work planning, career

exploration, etc. SuCh.classes or seminars typically include a variety,

of activities.in self-understanding, exploration of career areas, leisure

'time activities, job searcksIdlls, and other topics. Such techniques

as workbooks, speakers, assigned interviews, tests and inventories!

skills identification, values clarification, computerized career guidance

facilities, class discussions, individual counseling, etc., are used.

Bartsch and Hackett(1979) attempted to determine the effect of a decision-

making course on locus of control, conceptualization, and career planAng.

In the experimental group, the authors were able to alter the locus of

loi
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control toward internability; the participants were more articulCie in

describing career conceptsr,and the participants subsequently haVe given

considerably more thought and taken more action toward resolidxr their

'career concern6.

Heppner andArauSe (1979) discuss the common interests that undergraduates

4
have in enga4ing im career planning. They want immediate job-seeking skilli;

to gain knowledge about specific careers; gain insight into ône's self

-and career compatibility; identify non-traditional career interests; and ,

gain helpful hints.44.insightq. Consequently, they designed theii' two

credit career seminar with tihe following course content:I
4

1. building self confidence

2. eliminating self-defeating behaviors

.3.. self assessment SDS, MAP, Adjective checklist

'74... decision-making process

5. goal setting

6. resource identification and utilization,

7. how to interview to get information

-8. hand-tailored interview With instructor.

9. career myths and work attitudes

110. professional enhancement

11. course evaluation and closure

The literature contains several references to separate courses and workshops

for career decision making and for job7hunting skills (which hopefully

include.some job-keepinA skills). There is some emphasia on sex roles,

Darticularly since much of the clientele is reentry women who.often need

to be sensitizedtto the opportunities available beyond traditional

'female occupations. 105
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ViAss (1978) describt:s the Confidence Clinic, located in an informal setting

and designed to help women on Welfare to achieve.and maintain self sufficiency.

The clinic which is a somewhat specialized learning experience, gives

women opportunities for self evaluation, as well as information an job

search techniques, training opportunities, community resources, .understanding

the problem of single-parent families, adult basic education, general

gducational development opportuhities, driver training, home repairs,

child development, family life, vocational and personality testing,

personal problem solving, and wardrobe building. All this is accomplished

in a twelve-week program.

Heller (1978) reported on a community college-high school cooperative project

to provide after school Career Path workshops for eleventh-grade women

students, the objective of which was to increase the .number lf women

entering nonrtraditional technical and professional careers by providing

oce/ed information and planning, and supplementary-instruction in math

and science skills.

In Healy's book .(1974) on,career counseling in the community college, some of

the career counseling procedures that are,described occur during classes,

workshops, and other structurdd groups. He cites Ryan's (pp. 18-24)

reinforcement method, in which the objectives are designed for a client

to learn and apply career decision making skills. The client's secondary

objectives are that he/she:

1. consider his/her aspirations and characteristics

2. tonsider and use mOhods for learning about occupations and
training programs

3. set immediate occupational goals, and

4. pgnder future possibilities.

OG
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Healy, u.der the chapter heading of "Counseling procedures for resolving

deficits in vocational development," doscribes -- among other procedures --

discoVery groups, such as Hmman Potential Counseling and Life Plamning

'Workshops. One procedure termed Multiple Strangth Perception Method

(131). 44-46) was used to help educationally disadvantaged students set

educational and vocational goals. In the adaptations, each client is

given the experience of publicly setting short-term goals with tfie commitoent

to report his/her progress to the group.\,Clients go through phases in

the group procrs slak as orientation, get\cqpainted, strength bombardment,

goal setting, success bombardment, and discussion of valaes. They are

told that goals should be: "describable, believable by the person setting

them, achievable within a week, measurable desirable, and specific."

The scope of this report prohibits an extensive e ation of either the

content or the process of any career .davelopment dimension, including

structured group experiencee. The above are given as examples upon which

to buJad, and because some key elements have been rather carefully designed

andmeasured.

Tools

For this short paper to list and describe a wide variety of the resources

that are available does not seem a productive use of space, when coM-

prehensive listings are available in such volumes as Hoppock (1976), Isaacson

(1971), Herr and Cramer (1979), and Upton (1978). The selected bibliography

follotliag.this paper lontains the names of a number of texts and workbooks

that are frequently used for courses and workshops in career exploration/

planning/development and job search preparation.
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Many counselors today do not make extensive use of standardized tests and

inventories, but are using more locally designed or "homemade" instruments.

There are, of course, a number of measurement devices that can contribute

to the client's self-knowledge, if used and inta..1.veted properly. Major

aptitude or achievement bati:eries with norms for community college types

of people include:

1. General Aptituda Test Battery

2. Career Planning Program

3. Differential Aptitude Test

Some colleges use all or portions of the CPP or DAT for placement testing.

Others use:

1. College Guidance and Placement Test

2. Self-assessment batteries

3. Reading tests such as Nelson-Denny, with locally derived math tests

4. School and College Ability Test (sections)

(A separate report op assessment has been prepared, so this topic will be

touched on lightly here.)

Commonly used interest, value, and personal characteristic scales are:

1. Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory

2. Self-Directeci Search

3. Career Occupational Preference System Interest Inventory or

revised COPS-R (which can be used with its cousins, the CAPS

and CODES)

4. Kuder Occupational Interest Survey (form DD)

5. 'Hall Occupational Orientation Inventory
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6. Edwards Personal Preference Schedule.

7. Personal Orientation Inventory

E. Vocational Preference Inventory

9. Work Values Inventory

10. Ohio Vocational interest Inventory

11. Career Assessment Inventory

12. Career Maturity Inventory.

A measurement tool that is used by some colleges for a variety of goals is

Cognitive Style Mapping.

There is an excellent chapter on "Assessment in Career Guidance" (pp. 329-

351) in Herr and Cramer (1979).

There is also a great variety of career kits and games, which appear to

receive limited use in community colleges. 'A partial listing from Chapman

(1976) includes:

1. Career Cluster Game, grades K-12

2. Career Development Laboratory, grades 8-13

3, Career Foliod'*- Ten career'cluAers

4. Career Games Laboratory, grades 8-13

. 5. Chronicle Occupational Briefs, 3 volumes, with College View

Deck and Occupational View Deck

6. Job Family Series, grades 7-14

7. Life Career Games

8. Sextant Career Kits and 'Manuals

Also available, of course, are a multitude of other printed materials, films,

slides, filmstrips, and tapes, which will not be listed here:,
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Considerable amoLits of usefUl Information are available through the

articles and advertisements in the publications of the American Personnel

and Guidance Association, Falls Church, Virginia, and its divisions. Readers

are particularly encouraged to read:

-\

1. Personnel and Guidance Journal

2. Journal or College Student Personnel

3. .1__Gt_lidanceVocationa.lar.tderz

4. School Counselor

Another effective tool is the computerized guids.nce and information system.

Oregon's educational institutions are closely associated with the Career

Information System (CIS), with its computer terminal component and/or

needle-sort approath. Some other relatively cpwan systems are the System

0
of Interactive Guidance and Information (SIGI), Guidance Information System

s. (GIS), and DISCOVER.

, Each system has its proponents. Some 'tini.stems are primarily information

givers, while others purport to engage the c1 nt,in an interactive guidance

and decision-making process. Research on effectiveness of computer systems

vis-a-vis other guidance approaches is pretty minimal.

Some areas and(states provide current job openings for the placement

service, as well as general occupational and educational information

through the computer.

One of the purposes of this report was to focus on career guidance for the

"high risk" student. ,To the extent that most,students now come under

11 0
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the categories that were previously considered "non-traditional" and "high

risk", this report has addressed this issue, particularly as it pertains

to the older re-entry student. In another sense, however, the issue has

not been confronted, because there is little written in the guidance

literature that specifically relates to special needs and/or approaches,

e.g., the person with weak communication sUlls and/or a history of job

failures. (It must be acknowledged, however, that examination of the

journals in vocational rehabilitation and other associated fields would

no doubt have produced enlightening material.) In a broad sense, then,

everything in this report is intended for, and can be adajted to, the

entire range of students. ln a more specific sensel,there was some infor-

mation available on services to women and to the disabled.

1. Women

Several authors mention workshops on non-traditional roles Tor

women, support systems for women, family/school/career conflicts,

self-iMage, career exploration, financial aid, job searching

and occupational interest testing.

Davidson and Shoenhair (1976) described the new V1E4 -- Vocational

Internship for Women. This was an experiment undertaken by the

Foothill-DeAnza District in California to help mature women

entering the labor force prepare for and acquire responsible

careers. Objectives of the program are to raise each student's

level of confidence and competencq to prepare each for employment

11111

in technical careers, and to promote positive attitudes of potential

employers toward women's career aspirations. Program participants

were assigned to one-year paid internships in technical fields

for 20 hours a week. A.



2. Disabled

Rader (1975) discussed the core guidance curriculum that was

aesigned to meet the needs of handicapped students at East Los

Angeles College. Recognizing the psychological need of the

handicapped student to be trained with the normal student, four

minicourses were developed which centered around interpersonal

relationships, career guidance, introduction to college?, and

study skills.

Q
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Sinick (1979), a long-time worker in this field, pointed out that

the handicap is freqtently less a consecience of the person's

disability than of the attitudes of 9ciety.. Young people with

handicaps show significantly greater vocational aspiration/

expectation differences than the aon-disabled. Persons with handi-

caps have difficulty with such things as standgdized tests,

as their realm of expariences does not coincide with peoPle

in general. Thus, interviewing skills are even more important

for the counselor. Even medical information is not always

conclusive.

Sinick recommends getting the handicapped tic work sites to visit

and to demonstrate their skills, rather,than having decisions

made based on test-ta4ng ability. He points out that, in

counseling the disabled,,developmental differences specialized

assessment needs, and occupational exploration are important

considerations, but counselors must be aware of others.
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Especially for handicapped persons, information that may appear
gi

purely cognitive passes through a thtck affective filter.

Counselors should contribute perspective, detachment, objectivity,

and impartial interpretation. We must use the holistic approach--

Oealing with the total person and his/her family. And we must

N
press for client participation; without involvement, 'handicapped

persons frequently magnify a partial inadequacy into a totally

negative view of self.

Academic AdvisinE

As can be seen by previous comments in this report, the concept of faculty,

administration, and student services personnel working in.concert to assist

students with career planning and decision miking is crucial for the

success of career education within the college.

However, a separate report on advising is being prepared and will be

complementary to this one on career development.

Thus, the need for a strong advising program to enhance students' career

development is merely acknowledged here.
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THE ART OF THE STATE

(or, What's going on down an the farm?)

In this section of the report, career guidance activities in the community

colleges of Oregon will be discussed. Although some information was

obtained from most of the 13 schools; this is not an extensive and thorough

coverage. The author apologizes in advance for av significant omissions.

As in ma4y issues, Oregon holds its own in national coMparisons. However,

awareness and acceptance of career education/development must never be

taken for granted. For instance, in the two issues of the OPQA Journal

for 1979-80, there were no articles with a career orientation (are we too

busy to write?).

On a more encouraging note, the Oregon Education Information Center Project

(administered by the Educatianal Coordinating Commission) has established

its product-oriented goals:and strategies for 1979-80, several of w

relate to clientele at the post;.secondary level. Some of these are: to

modify CI3 sites to serve adults better than'presently; develop a directou

of occupation'al-educational information sources; develop a "how to" guide

for-generating 1oCal referral information systems; and provision of a

seriks of community development and special focus workshops. The approach

in teaching counselors'to tork with adults-in-transition is to emphasize

the "Six Pack of Services" -- outreach, information provision, advisement,

advocacy, follow up, and referral. Most school and college counselors

would do,well to reassess their services in relation to these six areas.

The discussion of Oregon's activities will be organized under the same

headings as used previously.
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Need

in the brief contacts made with each campus, specific research reports ',hat

substantiated the need Were not cited. All informants were aware, however,

of such data as to their own campus situation. One important clue is the

level of campus support for career development -- not only most student

services personnel and some key administrators, but even some previously

skeptical faculty members. This latter and encouraging attitudinal change

is facilitated by a strong in-service program for faculty advisors.

ItProkr4_22ala_ELLEUnt12.422E2E1121

Probably the right questions weren't asked in the telephone interviews

conducted for this report; in any event, little comment was elicited

concerning comprehensive goals and objectives for counseling and/or student

services. Some reference was made to college-level goals which pertain

to the educational and career needs of students as being ample justification

Ile career guidance activities. At least two campuses are currently

involved in looking at their programs, with the intent to write suCh

program and system objectives. This appears to be an area in which each

campus, and the state as a whole, could work together productively.

Career Centers

Most campu6i'd have career/career development/life-work planning/etc.,

centers. The. CIS terminal/needle sort ie usually located in this,setting,

along with extensive printed and some slide-tape/filmstrip informational

sources. Some campuses also have.p. list of community residents who are

willing to be contacted and interviewed by interested students, who are

exploring that particular field of work.
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Public Relations

Use of radio, television, and newspapers, as well as other forms of publicity,

were keys'to one big college's displaced homemaker program. Two Women

also held 200 coffees in a year in locations off campus. Displays were

set up for "hands-on" use in shopping centers, at a home show, etc.

Coordination with several agencies was deemed important --Adult and Family

Services, Community Action Programs, Neighborhood Services, GETA, Vocational

Rehab, community members. YWCA, etc. The program also had a community

advisory committee. Drawings were held to give away a "free class." Names

and addresses an all the tickets were used for a mailing list for college

informatton.

One suggestion that is being implemented is to give students "share cards"

. to pass .on to friends if they are satisfied with a course or workshop.

Much of what is done in high school contact'work can be put under the

heading of PR (refer back to the discussion of PR in the Previous section

Of this paper). Some colleges have high school relations teams that meet

, regularly (even monthly) with representatives of all area high schools.

Such special events as career information fairs, visitation days to the

campus, and open houses would also come under this category.

4
Colleges also set up exhibits and personnel at fairs and other public

places as mell as the previously mentioned shopping centers. To market

theixceducational opportunities, one school offered short courses - 1 or 2

sessions -- in February to lure people to the campus before spring term

registration.
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Counselors are visiti4 a variety of vocational-technical business, liberal

arts, and developmental classes to give a brief overview of career planning

decisien -making services available; etc.

Advisory committees for student services or counseling are a useful wayq,that

is used on some Campuses to keep in touch with student, faculty, and -

community ideas and concerns.

4k

Counseling

One counselor has a "success group" -- students who have been put on

probation and must take her class before being alloted to re-enroll.

EMphasis is on image-building, developing self confidence, etc.

Some campuses have (and others are contemplating) use of paraprofessionals

(many al' whom are well educated), student aides, or counselor aides. (The

term-and concept "peer counselor" is less frequently heard now, perhaps

pecause more training is required.) These students, older adults;-etc.;

often are used to provide assistance with CIS an4 other resources, in

outreach (on campus and off), in assisting with high school relations, with

new student orientation, coordination of career centers, and in other tasks.

Every campus, of course, has tdividual and group career counseling oppor-

tunities. Almost all mentioned that students were also referred to and

from faculty advisors and other instructors. Larger campuses may have one

or a few persons who specialize'in the teaching of courses, workshops,

etc., and/or coordinating career resource centers, but the trend is to

expect all counselors to incorporate a career emphasis in their cour?seling,

as appropriate. The definition of "career" as including a wide variety of

life and work concerns has been accep6ed in many places, thus, "career

counseling" is palatable to those who may resist "vocational/occupational

guidance."
t,
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Courses and Workshops

A wide variety of classes and workshops/seminars is held, including such

titles as: Interpersonal Development for Women, Career Development,

Personal Assessment and Career Exploration, Effective Study Skills,
4

Cooperative Education, Personal Development: Stopping Test Anxiety,

Survey of Electronics, Computbr Concepts in Society, Assertiveness

Training, Resume anO Interview, Career and Life Planning, Workshop for

Women in Careers, Values Clarification, Confidence Building, Stress Management,

The Whole Person, Single Parenting and Careers, Coping Skills for Stress

and Depression, Alcohol: The Challenge to Family and Career, Career

Goals and Family Relations, Women in their Middle Years, Careers and

Divorce, Overcoming Shyness: Improving Interpersonal Skills, Decision

Making, Career Analysis, Human Potential, Career Planning, and Career/

Life Planning. By far the major-1'4 of campuses have one or two courses'in

the area of career exploration/planning/decision making, and ane or two
?

courses on workshops in job skill preparation. The other titles are

from a couple of the largest campuses with special programs.

Related'courses with such titles as "Personal. Development" also haVe career

implications. Orientation courses or workshops include career exploration

activities.

Credits vary from"l-3, often with an option for the student to select the

number of credits..

A workshop called "How to Find a Job" is run for one credit over four

weeks, and then repeated. Sometimes "Orientation for College" is required

of those students'with a specified minimum number of credits.,

1 I s
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Some texts that are used are Chapman, Michelozzi, Loughary 'and Ripley,

Bolles, Bolles and Zenoff, Shertzer, and Chapman. Some campuses use

exclusively or almost entirely instructor-443de maLerials.

Several campuses are going to career seminars .of 12-20 hours (or there-

abouts) for life-work planaingi re-entry women in non-traditional fields,

etc.

Often the job placement officer is responsible for courses .and workshops
1

on job-search skills -- interviewing, resumes, etc. One campus includes

such a course as a requirement for graduation.

Several campuses are providing 10 to 20 hour seminars for the public,

and find that one fourth to one half of the participants will later enroll.

In one career exploration approach, students are exposed to occupational.

opportunities in a particular cluster for one credit in fall term; and

then are transferred to work settings.in the folloWing term(s).

Tools

Most campuses have CIS, terminalsand/or needle sort. Students can also

take interest inventories, participate in cognitive mapping, go on a

career visit, listen to human development ond job search tapes, and

participate in other related activities.

Most frequently used instruments are: Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory,

Self-Directed Search, Work Value Inventory, Carter Assessment Inventory,

Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, Kuder, Hall Occupational Orientation

Inventory, and the General Aptitude Test Battery (although several
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don't use this, rather they refer interested persons to the EMployment

,Service). 'Some would prefer to,use the Career Planning Program (ACT) more

extensively, but have found it. too Costly thus

One campus reported use of a non-sexist vocational card sort.

The College Guidance and Placement Battery (CGP) by far the most

commdnly used placement inStrument. (See Jewell Manspeaker's report on

,Assessment.)

S ecial Services for S ecial Po ulations

A large school's displaced homemakers project reached off campus.and

talked,with women. When the staff discovered the women's needs, they

were able to encourage many members of the public to come to the campus.

Thero the women could work in one or more relatively non-traditional

occUpation. for six months -- then make decisions on fields ok study.

In counseling, these women came with kids and problems. They needed mit

only vocational training, but assertion training, parenting instruction',

and family counseling. The staff at this institution is now making a

list of cooperative agencies and businesses'to find jobs for their

clients. Day.care centers are also provided.

Some women's re-entry programs are CETA funded,

Homemakers money. Some programs for women have

be much more suCcessful for attracting students.

and others have pisplaced

found evening hours to

One college has a course

called "Non-traditional Experiences for Women" as'a new project -- c.

one-credit class with some exploration activities and Ilhen two or three

weeks' job experiences in field6 related to that cg11g&s curriculum.

1 2 0
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Project EXPLORE helps young and old who are undecided on career or
4

at a mid-career change point. Students take Classes, have their own

counselor, take a battery of placement tests, keep a journall.and get

work experience. This project!is an experiehced-based career education

activity.

Counselors work in learning skills centers, providi,ngGinavidual counseling

and offering credit courses for remedial Atudents in Orientation to

college, study skills, and perbonal development,. .

At least one college has a designated staff.person working with native

Americans. Rather than having a special program or classes, recipients

of these services are coUnseled, plaCed into developmental studies to

improve verbal and math skills (if euch placement is necebsary), and

then assisted with career planni9g and placement.

Academic Advising

Most campuses have a system of faculty advising. In afew cases student

services personnel are assigned to do practically all of tt.,a advising,

with instructors as resources. Usually one counselor coordinates the

advising program. Some staff development workshops are, held, but the

consistency of these, and the administrative entanglements (involving

Student Services and Instruction) through which these programs are

handled, seem blurred and conftsing.

Typically (although research is hard to find), it appears that those

faculty members who are good advisors and are interested in the total

1 t)
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needs of their students, are more inclined to spend some time in class in

discussing the vocational and avocational uses of their particul

discipline.

(SEF,! Bill Segura's report on Advising for more.information.)
I e
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COMMENTS AND RECGMMENDATIONS

'Obviously, the previous section on career guidance activities in Oregon's

community colleges does not do justice to the current scene. Nevertheless,

some observations are possible:

1. a egonvpis community colleges provide as wide a range of services

and resources as any in the country, when compared by size.

2. An extremely fruitful actiVitj would be for Oregoes public

schools and community colleges to write a career development

continuum K-14, that would allow for greater articulation and a

smoother transiLion for Oregon's students as they move through the

educational system, and would also provide a usable vehicle for

ideni.ifying an individuaI's current status in career development.

Such an endeavor would emphasize the careful attention that

is being paid to such important elements as (to use Hawaii's

Lerminology) social relationstops, economic efficiency, and

civic responsibilities. The state's colleges are doing reasonably

well on "self-realization." (See discussion of Hawaii publications

in section on "Program Goals and Systematic Approaches.")

3. At the state level and at the individual campus level, much more

planning and implementation should be devoted to incorporating

the totality of the career education concept throughout the

campus program. Counselors could take the lead.

Some centralized state agency shoua.d be designated as the office

which will obtain community college career guidance materials

(print and other media) and arrange.for practitioners to examine

them conveniently before investing limited funds for purchases

1 3
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of information materials.

5. Community college student services personnel should work with

counselor eaucatcrs in the state's colleges and universities to

;

design a profemional counseling preparation that has a strong

emphasis on community college counieling and on career guidance/

development.

6. Nationally and in Oregon, the only subpopulation that is receiving

considerable attention ahd service is re-entry women. At th5

national level (but not too noticeably in Oregon), there 'is some

discussion about the physically and mentally disabled. Very
.2

little is written about special programs for the students who

enter with basic ski' 3 that are significantly weaker than those

of mo5t current students. No mention was found in the literature

of checking the readability level of texts and workbooks in

career guidance, much less having special sections.

The 1980s will continue to be an era in which community college

students will be more alike than differentl-but within the student

body there will still be noticeable subpopulatiop. Their needs

must be identified and met.

7. On a regular basis, counseling staffs should write, re-write,

and/or assess progress toward their college, department, and

personal goals. Colleagues who are effective in this area could

be listed as consultants with the State Department, and called

upon by other campuses to provide a fresh perspective.

Two other weak areas for many campuses besides the writing

of measureable and meaningfUl goals and objectives are public



relations and research/evaluation. Similarly, help from within

or outside the state should be made available.

9. Little mention is made in the literature of cooperative projects

with secondary schools or with such agencies as CETA, Employment

Service, Vocational Rehabilitation, etc. Such endeavors are

beneficial to both parties to assure that limited funds are not

wasted in duplicate activities, and to facilitate a smooth

transition for the student who is moving from one service agency

to another. Clearer communication can be achieved if meetings

of agency personnel are held regularly to assist in understanding

changes in federal and state regulations (and their interpretations).

10. On some campuses, cooperative work experience is under student

services. On other campuses, developmental education is. As

part of the aforementioned reassessment of goals, personnel

should look at more efficient administrative structures.
..111

U. Although there is some recent encouraging news to the contrary,

counseling practitioners at the community college level seldom

find time to write about what they're doing in the professional

journals. (The Survey was done over the past few years in the

Personneland Guidance Journal, School Counselor Journal of College

Student Personnel and Vocational Guidancel_ziallat.) Perhaps

it should be Mir part of a department's goals that every year .at

least one article will be submitted for publication.

12,. Although there is (obviously) no one model for career guidance

that fits all situations, student services staffs would benefit,

when working through the planning process, to consider:
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a. The three definitions (career education/guidance/development)

on pp. 1-2 of this paper.

b. Some of the studies of student needs (pp. 4-5).

o. The diagram that shows the relationship of career development

and career preparation in career education. (p. 8).

d. Table 11 which shows the 3 dimensions and 5 components of a

theoretical model.

e. Herr and Cramer's 5 stages in a systematic approach to

career guidance (p. 11).

f. One's reactions,to the highly desirable features of a "model

career guidance program" described an,p. 14.

g. Several of the components about career guidance centers, as

the centrally located hub of career services (pp. 15-17).

13. MP-' ire attention should be paid to outreach activities--taking

seiwices into the community, as well as into liberal arts classes,

developmental centers, etc., on campus.
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